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ni like the campus best because it's so 
pretty. It's one of my favorite things 
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#The thing that makes 
fames Madison 
University 
ou tstanding ... and 
unique ... is people." 
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uThe well-roundedness of the 
students makes them unique; 
there seems to be a good 
mixture within each student of 
academics and extra-curricular 
activities." Dr. Lacy S. Daniel, 
Dean of Students 
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ui like the people because 
they don' t put up the 
facades I find at other 















































uwhen I go home 
it always strikes 
me how ugly the 
girls are in 
comparison to 
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none of the main reasons I like this campus 
is because it's out in the country. It makes it 
seem like more of a campus. It's not like in a 
city where you have to stop and ask ~Is that 
building part of our campus?'" Bob 
Brummer, Freshman 
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nHarrisonburg is nice. It's 
a good location for JMU: 
Tech's down the road; 
UV A's down the road; 
D.C. is two hours away--




AREA 876 SQUARE MILES 
FORMED IN 1778 FROM AUCUSTA. AND NAMED 
FOR THE MARQUIS OF ROCKINCHAM, BRITISH 
STATE SMAN. JOHN SEVIER. OF TENNESSEE. 
WAS BORN IH THIS COUNTY IN IT TOO~ 
ftLACE THE BATTLES OF CROSS KEYS AND 
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/1MU had a really good 
academic reputation and I heard 
the food was good; it's not too 
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.~.~When I visited the campus, 
the people were so friendly 
and the campus was so 
beautiful and clean that I was 
impressed enough to decide to 
come to school here." Barbara 
Billingsley, Sophomore 
13 












/JMU seasons are like a deck of 
cards, you never know what you 
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H elms 
nThe seasons reflect a change in 
both weather and mood/ with each 
turn of the cycle we anticipate new 
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nwe got to be a family. It's a very rewarding 
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uThe first day was quite an 
experience. I was nervous and 
excited knowing I was alone 
in a strange place." Maureen 
Sibbern,Freshman 
, Sharing a bathroom 
with 30 people is not 
exactly my idea of fun, 
and why is it there is 
never any hot water 
when I want to take a 
shower. Tell me, what 
are all those people 
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.u At first being a freshman was 
bogus. Oh ... you're from Eagle. 
Well, it was nice talking to you, 
but I gotta go - Does your 
mother know you drink BEER!? 
We've made our debuts as mere 
freshmen and from here on in it 
should be totally awesome." 


















At first being a fresh an was 
bogus. h...you're fro  agle. 
ell it was nice talking to you, 
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nit' s really an exciting time. 
But ... when it's all over and you go 
home from school for the last time--
the thought of the real world kind of 
' spoils it. Who knows ... maybe I'll 
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nArt majors' work is their means of ex-
pression and some even get paid for it. '' 
Rosemary Stifter, Senior 
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.I.IThe Art Department provides an at-
mosphere of creativity instead of 
pressure. 'Jim Horne, Freshman 
Pieces of Creation 
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Hom  way 
from Home 
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//The challenge of 
commuter life lies in 
electing the finer 


































.uThis is commuter living? I'm closer now 
than when I lived in Converse." Kerry 
Treubert, Senior 
 
"T i t i  T  cl ser n  
 verse." err  
Towe 
Turk 
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nTime wasted is 
existence; used is 
life. But life wasted 
is used in commuter 

































































Hell on Wheels" 
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Third Place--//Beaver Hunt" 
Honorable Mention--
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Honorable Mention--uDucking It" 
Honorable Mention--
"SGA --Building for 
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Honorable Mention-- uFaces of the Music Industry" 





































Honorable Mention--uBlown Away" 
• 
Honorable Mention--uRiding the Elk" 
Honorable Mention--uAnimal House" 
43 
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ui thrive under pressure. I 
can't write a paper today if 
it's due next week." Jane 
Hanner, Freshman 
//Studying: like it or not, 
you have to do it; but you 
won't get it done in the 
library." Brian Wynn, 
Freshman 
Leong 
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nit was a great time to 















































































// ... tailgate parties, the hill, 
friends, and alumni. It's 
great to see graduates 
watching and enjoying the 
game as if they were still in 
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The James Madison Univer,  i I 
·ty Marchini! RoYal Dukes 
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Helms 
.~.~We always get a good 
turnout for our shows; 
it's neat to know the 
crowd would rather ~. ~ 
watch us than go buy @'"" 
hotdogs ... "' 
Tricia Olson, 
Sophomore 
.~.~It's enjoyable - it's 
nice to be involved in 
because it's a close-knit 
bunch." Eric Dunn, 
Sophomore 
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J. Patrick Rooney, Director 
BlU Rice, Assist.nt Director n~d Percussion Instructor 
BiD Posey, AdministrJttive AssistJJnt Director 
Geoqre Mes•w, Special Assistant to the Director 




''The staff is one of the best in 
the country and they really care 
about making our band the 
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uwhen you're up on stage 
and the lights are 
blinding your eyes and 
you know the audience is 
out there, you can sense 
others on stage whom you 
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nThe night was going all right until I met a 
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#Halloween at JMU is one of the most fun 
holidays-lots of costume parties/ spooks/ kooks and 
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Di versi on 
.uHe caught my eye, he was really out of the ordinary; he 
was a diversion." Michele Roediger, Freshman 
Helms 
-




.uRon paints with a lot of 
character. I've seen him in 
many places and he is 
always interesting to 
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ulf you're hungry, no prob-
lem; there's millions of places 
to grab something around 




JMU-S tyl Drinking 
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nl love to dance! We need more 
places around here to dance." 
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//Partying is big at JMU-
there's always somewhere to 
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nl liked the tree 
lighting ceremony 
because it's like an 
old-fashioned 
Christmas with the 
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nThe quad comes to life with the lighting 
of the Christmas tree and the singing of 
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nThe only thing that gets me 
through fall semester exams 
is knowing Christmas is 
around the corner. " Fran 
Little, Junior 
65 
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nit's worth the 
inconvenience. Sometimes I 
get down on it, but I know 
in the end it will all be 
worth it." Chrissy Ekman, 
Sophomore 
nThe first week I was in 
ROTC I didn 't know what 
the hell was going on. Even 
though it is different, it's a 
challenge and a lot of fun. " 
Mike O'Day, Senior 
Leong 
67 
Som e thi g Differ en t 
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Intense facial expression 
Steel studded jacket 
Black T-shirt 
Faded jeans 
Mud-caked army surplus combat boot 
Crash helmet - never worn 
Grease laden motorcycle 
Cooler at side 














Swimming cap protecting crew cut 
Smoked swim goggles 
Sweat band uselessly around neck 
Sweat clothes 
Thermal undershirt for maximum perspiration 
Too much rec equipment 
Always on bicy cle 
Golf clubs uninhibiting her 
Attendant in amazement 
At Godwin (where else) 
69 
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The Nerd 
Out-of-season ski cap 
Taped glasses 
Zoned-out s tare 
Sweater half way tucked in 
Unevenly buttoned shirt 
Shirt pocket stuffed with pencils, pens, stapler, etc ... 
Calculator attached to belt 
Flow-chart safely tucked in pants 
Hi-water s ty led pants 
Filthy socks 
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The Prep 
Hair pulled back in barretts 
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;'/Friendship helps you 
grow as a person, but 
most importantly, it 
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//The most important part of 
being a student is having 
interactions with others. 
You always need people to 
talk to, and others in your 
life. Friendship makes life 
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"Wampler gives people the 
chance to get feedback before 
they go on to bigger produc-




.oTo go to a Wampler show one has to get 
involved--no couch potatoes. I like to go 
there because they try non-traditional 
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uThe drama department 
atJMU is very strong. If 
a student desires to 
perform or work behind 
the scenes, 
opportunities are 
available to them. The 
experimental theatre 
allows students to 
become directors and 
try their hand at new 
aspects of a production. 
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nThey can't call me Big 
Daddy, and I believe an 
'Uncle' is someone most 
students look up to with 
admiration. 'Uncle Ron' is 
definitely a term of 
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S1mmons 
uTo make JMU the best 
undergraduate university 
in the nation, we must 
strengthen the liberal arts 
program. We must be able 
to measure student 
achievement within the 
university and be able to 
modify our programs to 
strengthen the 
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nit's great that UPB 
sponsors these type of 
events. All the games and 
people roaming around 
are fun. It's kind of like a 
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none time we were 
pushed up to the very 
front of the stage and 
the wooden barricade 
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nThe concert was great. 
The stage manager 
asked me and a friend to 
be his guitar girls, so we 
got to go help out on 





















George Th good 
Sommer 
• 
uSkip Castro is awesome. They were the real 
reason I went to this concert. Then we got to go 
on stage with George Thorogood. You can't see 
anything from up there because of the flood 
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.oThe event that sticks out in my 
mind most with the Outing 
Club is handgliding in 
Nagshead. Usually thirty of us 
get together afterwards and eat 
cooked crabs and enjoy a keg of 
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9 OUT OF 10 EXPERTS AGREE 
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ul think it's great that 
we're expanding because 
it means we're meeting 
the needs of the students." 
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nPublications provide a 
good outlet for people at 
JMU. They are well-done 
for the most part and 
something the students 
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nl feel sheltered from what 
goes on outside of JMU and 
the publications here keep me 
informed as well as make me 
feel a part of the whole 
















































ul wonder if people 
think we smile when 
we're in the suit and get 
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//It's a free ticket to do what you 
want. You can go wild and.don't 
have to worry about it." Andy 
Halsey, Senior 
//It's important to me that Duke 
is accepted and recognized as a 
tradition to get fans' support for 
the athletes and to better the im-
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uThe Folk Ensemble, 
although not largely 
attended, does try to bring 
some culture to JMU, and 
we try to be as authentic as 
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ul 'm for pets in the dorm, but they 
have to wait for housing like 
everyone else!" Frank Crawley, 
Senior 
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ui didn't really notice the 
train until this year when I 
moved into Wayland. Now 
it's a pain, especially when 
you're trying to sleep and it 
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Whether it be the grace of a gymnast, the 
endurance of a runner, or the enthusiasm 
of the in tram ural teams, much time and 
effort was spent bringing out the true 
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Women 1st of 3 Mixed 
"oumament Men 1st of 
Indoor Champio 
' ***** tlan ic 
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#Mrs. Horn is really 
inspirational and 
she really knows ar-
chery well. She is 
more like a mother 
to us, more than a 
coach. She's there to 
















nThe majority of our 
team is drafted through 
Mrs. Horn's archery 
classes. This is good but 
it is also a weakness. We 
have no scholarships to 
tempt the new archers. 
Arizona State 
University does, so we 
lose most of the familiar 
archers of this nation to 
them. We just need 
something more to 

















































nit's just a part of 
my life. One of the 
main reasons I came 
here was to play 
hockey and lacrosse. 
I love the sport. I'm 
really going to miss 



































ul had to give up 
many social func-
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uEveryone contributes--our wins are a joint 
effort. We work together. We're a good 
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/./One of the reasons for the baseball team's 
success is teamwork. The team members 
want to do well as individuals but the 
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nit's hard to get in a situation to hit an 
RBI but once you get into that situation it 
produces not only personal satisfaction 
but an athletic high. It has to be the 
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nit's a mental discipline more than a 
physical one--y ou have to set the right at-
mosphere for yourself when y ou're on the 
court." Debi Griffith, Junior 
125 
 

















North Carolina State 
Western Carolina 
1
 I Duke 
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Wilmington 










illiam A Mary 
North Carolina-Wilmington 
George Mason 
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""Although we'll probably never have the 
fan turnout that we had when we played in 
the stadium, we've been really pleased 
with the fan support we've received." Bob 



















































Easter  W5-0 
 W2-0 
& 0-2 L 





V;HHr 1 0 0-1 L 
Richmond \ H j-iH 0-1 L 
Towson State 0-4 L 
I W7-0 
Virginia 0-3 L 
eorge Mason 2-5 L 
U W3-1 
American 1-4 L 
Virginia Tech 
William & Mary 
W3-2 
0-1 L 
Loyola 1-3 L 
George Mason 0-1 L 
.. 
.. 
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0 The sport has ,. . • 








the years. In high 
school it was the 
number one thing. 
Now, being a senior, 
everything seems to 
happen at once and 
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Atlantic Coast Relays 
Colonial Rela 
Dog"'n 





No Team Scores 
NoTeam~es 
No Team es 
No Team ~ores 
No Tean&.S coiW 
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"Our biggest rival is George Mason University . Our most exciting 
Htlms 
came when we beat them in an indoor meet last season at 
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J n  v s 
L sa Diggs 
Susan Earles 
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ul like tennis because you control your 
own destiny; the outcome is in your 
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Claude Han fling 













• .. • 
South Carolina 2-7 L 
Guilford 4-5 L 
East T~nness~~ State W 5-4 
High Point W 9-0 
Eastern Kentucly W 8- 1 
UNC-Asheville W 7-2 
ust Tennessee State W 6-3 
Richmond 2-7 L 
Amherst W 8-1 
VCU W7-2 
Virginia 3-6 L 
Cornell W 7-2 
Virginia Tech W 6-3 
Howard W 8-1 
William & Mary W 7-2 
Radford W 9-0 
West Virginia 1-5 l. 
UNC-Charlolle W 7-2 
Cincinnati W 6-0 
Washington & Lee W 9-0 
Navy 4-S l. 
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.~.~We've got a big meet called the Seahawk's Invitational. Last yc:cu 
the team finished seventh and this year we're supposed to finish 
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uwe have a new 
coach, Judy Flohr. 
She's a done a lot 
with the team and 
we've had some 
good freshman 
recruits. I think 
you're going to see a 
lot of improvements 
in the next four 
years." Jenni 
Demko, Freshman 
Penn St. Diving Inv- u u 
Duke- Wf.S--57 
G:nrilf Diving Iii}-,. • .,. 
~..P._rolina- ~90-SD 
l?!i8Jnia- 61-Bl L 






Old Dom1ruo l/3-57 
k Inv.- 2nd of 17 
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57 81  
71-69 
W85-54 can- y\  
Florid a-W 63-71 L 
W 78-61 
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uif I had the 
time, J would 
take a P. E. class 
every semester. 
They offer so 


























































nl think we always 
try to get better and 
with our good 
coaches it's paying 
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#1 in the Nation 
Sommer 
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Wrestlers establish a new team record with a 17-2-1 season 
144 
nRunning gives me 
a time during the 
day that relieves a 
lot of tension. I look 
forward to practice 
after classes and I 
enjoy being around 
the people on the 
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Maryland' 
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ul have had to make some sacrifices both 
academically and socially. But the 
sacrifices are definitely worth it because 
the friendships built on the team make it 
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""Although I've seen a lot of people get hurt, I 
never really worry about it, especially in a 
game, because I've been lucky as far as in-
juries. I really don't think I'd be paranoid 
about getting hurt unless it happened to me." 
Joyce Metcalf, Senior 
r I 
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M.rcus Adkins, M~JSh~ll 
BBnes, Scott &K~r, Qrlo 
Bianchini, Craig_ Blmdfonl, 
Lamont Breedlove, Bill 
Bri~htwell, D.vid Brooks, 
Kerth Brown, Lawrence 
Brown, Adam Burket, D~vid 
Qlleo, ]OI!Ie c~mpin~, Bob 
Christia, Brian Coe, Greg 
Colvin, Kenny D.Jton, Roy 
Delph, Ted Defti!Je, Scott 
DriMiU, John Dnuett Greg 
Dyer, WiUI~m &rl, Jim 
Eckenrode, Ben Edw~rd8, 
Anthony Evans, BriMJ Finlc, 
L~ wrence Fuhrm~nn, 
Qrlton wines, Tim GBrit-
ty, Pat Gilbert, Keith 
GillUm, Tony Graddy, Eric 
Gften, Robert Gften, Amold 
Gftrious,. Kelvin Griffin, 
Joe Habit, ]Miles H.JJSton, 
Cltules IYley, S~ve Hamm, 
Steve Haynes, Derwin 
HendeJSOn, D~le Henigin, 
Joe Henry, Roy Holhnd, 
Terry ]ackoric, Milce Jones, 
&rry ICeUey, Chris Kepley, 
BiU ·Killian, Andy Lebo, 
D.D. Manns, WBten Mu-
shall, De~n McCullough, 
Alfred McGeachy, P~t 
Mc:Gloon, Jim McHugh, Vic-
tor McPheJSOn, Tony MiUer, 
Kenny Mitchell, Milce Mor-
n., ~ndolph Morrison, Bil-
l_y MuiU..., Kurt Ohnm«hl, 
Jay IWIMq, Milce keN, 
BrWt Ranilc, Ride Rice, 
Dan RoberttJon, Chris 
RobiMO"* Wayne Robinson, 
Ion Roddy, ltlilce Rose., Mule 
Duio S.vtll't'Se, 
]A•NW Milce SeftJer, 
BHly Sbeelun, lull• Slier-
nun, ]obn Sblplq, liJad 
Smlfll, G~tb, Pete 
Slllith, BiH , Midtey 
Slinnell, Rodney Stodcetl, 
]obn Stroag, Milce 
Salleabeta«, Cliildc Taylor, 
Emmifl Thom.,., Toay 
Thomas, Gary Tomlin, ScoH 
VoUa, Leon Walls, Marie 
Wa1e, Douglu W• Joe 
Wlellci, Neal Willclason, 
Albert WilliaJJU, Vemon 
WlllJ...., Brian WitJniewslcl, 
1lncola Wood, Shawn 
Woodlon, Dunca Wynne, 
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43 L 12 RichmOtmM 
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Mo re head S 
Liberty Bap 
William & f 
I 3-32 
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//Our major accomplishment has occurred 
defensively because we are not allowing 
people to score against us as much on the 
















.~.~When we first 
started out, our goal 
was to be 
undefeated. Then 
after the first two 
games we were 
looking for a 8-3 or 
7-4 record. Our win 
over Delaware State 
was a definite lift 




































nThe lucky charm I have is a marker my mom gave me; 
it's a putt-putt coin. It goes to every single tournament 












Wright W right 
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Long o  nvitational 
ECAC i nships 
a e Invitational 
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uA lot of people will be practicing until the snow comes down, 
but a lot of times we do things inside to help keep in shape." 

















" il  until the sno  conies down, 









J hn Barr rac  Ne a
evin Co li ke 
n   J h  Scr  
Jay   la nia 
Danny Isbell  
Brendan  
 rn  
West Point In viUtional 
VMI-W & L Invitational 
Eastern Kentucky Invitational 
John Ryan Memorial Tournament 
UNC-Wilmington Invitational 
Old Dominion Invitational 
7th of 24 
3rd of 16 
10th of 19 
8th of 14 
23rd of 24 
3rd of 13 





















// We've been 
blessed with an 
outstandi ng 
coaching staff that 
shows competent 
leadership in their 
fields of expertise. 
The coaches are con-
cerned with the 
welfare of the young 
men and women 
under their direc-
tion not only in 
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Dee McDonough 
Field Hockey & LaCrosse 













Men's Cross-Counfry and Track 
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.uLast year we were 
learning to crawl. 
You have to crawl 
before you walk, 
and walk before you 
run. Hopefully this 
year we'll learn to 
walk, and maybe 




































imm  Masloff 
Greg Mosten 
John man 
vin B  
K nna  nch  















. Wilmington- - W 75-59 
Richmond- -'56-7~1r 
William & Mary-w0-71 L. 
East Carolina- _ w 77~1 
ECACSouth-
William & Mary-61-68 L 
Helms 
ni have learned a lot 
in the past three 
years and I take 
losing better now 
than I did in high 
school, but I still 





l| VMI- ■■■ 
fur/nan- 48-49 L 
Radford- W 52-50 (OT) 
Shippensburg- W 84-42 
Old Dominion- 57-65 L 
Cincinnati- 56-65 L 
East Tennessee 
St.- W 56-46 
Va. Tech.- JR 37-47 L 
Richmond- 55-67 L 
Da vis & El kins- W 6#-4 4 
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l   
uDr. J is more or less 
my idol and Michael 
Jordan is becoming 
one. I like Dr. J for 
the way he 
represents himself 
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/.11 think other teams 
are taking a second 
look at JMU now. 
They don't take us 
lightly any more." 
Sue Flynn, Junior 
165 
Sandy Brought on 
Susan Flynn 






Erin Ma honey 
Sue Manelski 
Jennifer Tutt 














Julie Fran ken 
Alisa Harris 
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ui came to JMU 
because of the 
coaches. I felt that I 
could respect them 
and I liked the 
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UN -Wilmington ^-49-48 
Carolina ~ *^7-61 
he Mason W y*-59 
iam &mUtv yfc 68-4» 




























nThis has been the best season JMU has 
ever had, I know it has been the best season 
since I've been here. We've beaten teams 
we've never beaten before and overall it 
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.~.~We are a pretty 
close team and we 
have a lot of spirit. I 
think that we help 



























Marcella Van Pep pen 
Nancy Wirth 
''We  t  
 










nl think we've got a 
really good team 
this y ear, and I can 
see being ranked in 
the top forty next 
year because almost 
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.or think people see 
fencing as the Three 
Musketeers, wild 
and swashbuckling. 
Instead it involves 
control, accuracy, 
and finesse."] ackie 
Roller, Senior 
.oour coach, Dr. Dalton, is a really special 
person. She's really knowledgable about 
the sport. She can take girls who know 
nothing about it and win state titles. That 
really says something for her." jocelyn 
Hill, Junior. 
175 
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Holli W 14-2 
I 
A 7-9 L 
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,om mer Helms 
u I was captain for a 
while this year so I 
was in charge of my 
peers. Cheerleading 
can be hard, but it's 
helped me to budget 
my time, gain a 
sense of respon-
sibility, and meet a 
























































nl only get nervous if it's the first time we've done the routine. 
You have to watch the clock click down to zero and then you 
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Women's Cross Country University division-
Alpha Sigma Tau 
Championship division-
Sigma Kappa 




Men's 3 on 3 Basketball Champion-
CGP 
Women's 3 on 3 Basketball Champion-
Jam-0 












Men's Volleyball Univel'Sity division-
The Gutter 
Championship division-
Pi Kappa Phi 





Novlce: BiH DeBrum 
Expert: Steve Cope 
Women's Champion-
Novice: Sandy Mohler 










Bill Georges and 
Jerald Blaze 
Women's Doubles Champions-
Jill Fudahi and 
Denise Klugh 





Mike Hickman and 
BobReby 
Women's Doubles Champions-
Colleen Cross and 
Kathryn O'Brian 
Mixed Double Champions-




Men's Swimming Univel'Sity division-
Pi Kappa Phi 
Cbamp1onship division-
Pi Kappa Phi 
Individual Champion-
Curtis Gauntt 
Women's Swimming Univel'Sity division-
CCM 
Championship division-
Alpha Sipa Alpha 
Individual Champion-
Laurie Foclltman 
Men's Volleyball University division-
Pi Kappa Phi 
Champtonsbip division-
PiKa Pld r:_pa II .L-U • • d" • • Women s Voueyu. UmvenJJty JVJslon-
FCA 
c~cronship division-
women's Golf Iadividual Cbampion-
Cbed Sanbom 
Mea's Golf University division-
Pliatstoaes 
Championship division-
S~a Pld EpsHon 
Individual Cb~oa-
Mlchael Duv. 
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'' In tram urals 
provide a break 
fro1n studying and 
from the pressures 
of school. A lot of 
people play, 
especially guys 
because there's some 
good , healthy 
competition.'' 
Jocelyn Hill, Junior 
• 
• 
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great because it 
gives people a 
chance to participate 
in sports without 
the intensity of var- 
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'Two years ago we provided our own schedule so we got to go out 
and compete with other teams. There's no real in tense 





M. Water Polo 









  i   s le so e g t to go out 
    s. 's o r l i tense 
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ul think basketball 
is the most exciting 
sport to watch 
because the crowd is 
really keyed up and 
ge~s into the game, 
especially if a lot of 










































































Board of Visitors 
James H. Taylor, Jr.- Recto:r 
Charles W. Wampler, Jr.- Vice 
Alice E. Liggett- Secretary 
William E. Bridgeforth, Jr. 
Kirby L. Cramer 
Pamela K. Fay 
Calvin W. Fowler 
George W. Harris, Jr. 
Penelope W. Kyle 
Ellen K. Layman 
H. Daniel O'Donnen¥ H 
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wo 
Dr. Ray V. Sonner 




Dr. Harold J. McGee 
Vice President for Administrative Affairs 
Willia1n F. Merck II 
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i ff  
Dr. Robert L. Scott 
Vice President for Student Affairs 
Dr. Russell G. 
Warren 
Vice President for Academic Affairs 
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Lin -wood H. Rose 
Assistant Vice President for University 
Relations 
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i i r i er  
 
Dr. Elizabeth M. Finlayson 
Dean of Summer Sch ool, Student Orientation, and 
Academic Advising 
Dr. Mary F. Haben 
Dean of Libraries and Learning Resources 
Dr. Marcia A. Dake 
Dean of School of N ursing 
0. Dean Ehlers 
Dean-Director of Intercollegiate Athletics 
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 f ll i te letics 
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Dr. Willia11J. 0. Hall, Jr. 
Dean of Graduate Studies sponsored program and 
Continuing Education 
..... 
• • • • 
... . .. . 
• • • • 
• • • 
• • • • 
• • • 
• • • 
Dr. Robert E. Hol11J.es 
Dean of School of Business 
Dr. Lacy S. Daniel 
Dean of Students 
illiam O.  . 
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Dr. Donald L. 
McConkey 
Dean of School of Fine Arts and 
Communication 
Dr. Julius B. Roberson 
Dr. Fay J. 
Reubush 
Dean of Admissions and Records 





Director of Counseling and Student 
Development Center 



























































    
  
]a111es F. Krivoski 
Director of Office and Residence Life 
Tho111as A. Nardi 
Director of Career Planning and Placement Office 
( *·· : . . . - , 
. ·r· • ' ~ 
. ~ .. 
I • 
John Sellers 
Director of Financial Aid 
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Francis E. Turner 





Director of Alumni Programs 
\ 
Suzanne Straub 
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Dr. Gilbert 5. Trelawny 
Biology 
Dr. Robert F. Geary 
English 
Dr. William P. Roberts 
Geology and Geography 
Dr. Diane M. Spresser 
Math and Computer Sciences 
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Dr. Donald E. Corbin 
Foreign Language and Literature 
'-
Dr. Michael]. Galgano 
History 
Dr. Robert H. Shapiro 
Chemistry; Acting Dean of College 
of Letters and Sciences 
/' 
Dr. Barbara Ann 
DeMartino Swyhart 
Philosophy and ReligiOn 
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i o  
Dr. Ray mond A. Serway 
PhySICS 
Dr. Ralph L Benke] r. 
Accountmg and Finance 
Dr. Ross H. johnson 
M anagement and Marketing 
Dr. Carl L Harter 
Soc1ology, Anthropology and Soc10l 
Work 
Dr. Donald W. Kroeber 
Informal ion and Dension Sciences 
Dr. William R. Nelson 
Pol1t1ca/ Snence 




Dr. Z. S. Dickerson, Jr. 
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ci   ocial 















cati al  




Dr. Dorothy Rowe Lt. Col. David L. McKee 
Home Economics Mil1tary Sc1ence 
• 
Dr. james V. Couch 
Psychology 
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Dr. Charles W. Blair 
£/ementnry. Enrly Cluldltood and 
Spectnl Education 
Dr. Marilyn Crawford 
Physical and Hen/tlr Educatwn 
Dr. Maynard D. Filter 
Speech Pathology and Audiology 
\ 
fi % 
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t l   
Dr. jerry A. Benson Dr. Henry C Bowers Ill 
O{f1ce of Fu~ld a11d Laboratory 
Expenences 
-
...... ,~--· ...,... 
-• • 
Dr. jay D. J<ain 
Art 
Dr. Rex M . Fuller Dr. joseph]. Estock 
Commumcat1011 Arts Mus1c 
Dr. Earlynn ]. Miller Dr. David R . Holdridge 
Dance TeleVISIOn and Film Center 
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Newport News, VA 
Math / Comp Sci 
Carol Albritton 
Alexandria, VA 
Mgmt Info Sys 
Scott Ames 
Painted Post, NY 












Dennis N. Argerson 





















Gregory l. Altice 
Glade Hill, VA 

































































Mary M. Bachmurski 
Sterling, VA 
Early Child Ed 








Somers Point, NJ 
Poli Sci 
David Beane 
South Hill, VA 
Mgmt 






linda K. Bakley 















Front Royal, VA 
Comp Sc1 
- _,. 
Kimberly A. Barker 
Woodbridge, VA 







WilliamS. L. Banks 
Springfield, VA 
Geology 










nerally men condemn studies, 
simple men admire them and 
wise men use them ... " Francis 
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Newport News, VA 
SpeCial Ed 
Jane E. Bond 
Gary, TN 








Virginia Beach, VA 
Mgmt 
----
Charles E. Bond 
Exmore, VA 
Phys Ed 
Pauline P. Berggren 
Bethesda, MD 
English 
Daniel C. Bemazani 
Vienna, VA 
Poli Sci 
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' • J. 
Rochelle C. Braxton 
Fredericksburg, MD 
Psychology 
Marquita K. Brooks 










Erly Chdhd Ed 
Ann Marie Breedlove 
















Psych / Art 
Donna C. Brown 
Richmond, VA 
MIS 













Newport News, VA 
Comm Arts 
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Vanessa S. Brown 
Beltsville, MD 
MIS 
Kary n D. Bryant 
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Kelley Burto n 
Mechanicsville, VA 
Dietetics 
Thomas K. By rne 
New Canaan, CT 
Mktg 
Daniel G. Campbell 
Springfield, VA 
Biology 
James T. Cannaday, Jr. 
Rocky Mt., VA 
MIS 









David Ca mpbell 
Waynesboro, VA 
Accounting 
Jennifer A. Cantrell 
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Virginia Beach, VA 
Accounting 
Devoraux Casey 
Vir~inia Beach, VA 
Poh Sci 











Newport News, VA 
Bus Ed 
























Jamesly E. Chapmar 
Crozet, VA 
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ren M. Clayton 







Acctg/ Data Proc. 




















Newport News, VA 
Management 
John Cook 




















Carol F. Cole 
Richmond, VA 
Management 
Theresa A. Collins 
Harrisonburg, VA 
Finance 






Virginia Beach , VA 
English 
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  r. ick ltrane Justin Conner 
, rt e s, inchester, VA 
i. age ent Finance 























Michael F. Daciek 
Harrisonburg, VA 
Comm Arts 
Lisa Ann Counts 
Forest, VA 






Silver Spring, MD 
Comm Arts 
Brian Dacier 
Huntington Station, NY 
Mgmt Info Sys 
Mark Daniel 




























Mgmt Info Sys 




















Mgmt Info Sys 
Stephen Danahy 
Fort Washington, MD 
Finance 
Jerry Dascali New 
Providence, NJ 
Commercial Art 
Deborah A. Coughl 
San Antonio, TX 
Special Ed. 
Laurie Creelman 
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i Bruce Daeschner Vicky Dale 
t  tati , o son, Clinton, MD 


















Alisa G. Davis 
Yorktown, VA 
Accounting 













Jada l. Dodson 
Edinburgh, VA 
Hotel / Rest. Mgmt 




























Hasbrouck Heights, NJ 
Pub Admin. Masters 
Darci l. Dobyns 
Herndon, VA 
Mgmt Info Sys 
Jeff Davis Little 
Silver, NJ 
Marketing 








Home Ec Ed 
Mary Ann Dodd 
Moorefield, WV 









Mgmt Info Sys 
Mary Ryan Devereux 
Glenwood, MD 
Early Child. Ed 
Jeffrey B. Dickerson 
Richmond, VA 






Mgmt Info Sys 
' 
Cindy Dickman 
Virginia Beach, VA 
Int. Bus. 
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 l tross, Sterling, VA 
rts t g t Info Sys 
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Rachel A. Donne lly 





Tracy Ly nne Driggs 




Early Child. Ed 
Ellen M. Drudy 
Covington, VA 
Economics 











S. Craig Dunbar 
Midlothian, VA 
Finance 




















Silver Sprin~ MD 
Office Admm. 
Jill M. Dozier 
Richmond, VA 
Accounting 




Virginia Beach, VA 
Int. Bus. 




Silver Spring, MD 
Accounting 
Stephen R. Eckstein 
Flemington, NJ 
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Res ton, VA 
Mgmt Info Sys 
Debbie Evans 
Middletown, VA 













Blake Es herick 
Silver Spring, MD 
Accounting 
Linda A. Everett 
Bridgewater, VA 
Mgmt Info Sys 





Mg mt Info Sys 
Steven M. Emerson 
Way nesboro, VA 
Comm Arts 
Sharon Es tep 
Sy kesville, MD 
Mathematics 









Sha ron E!$gleston 
Martinsv1fle, VA 
Psycho logy 
Melissa J. Epps 
Prince George, VA 
Comm Arts 
Mary Eisele 
Virginia Beach, VA 
Sociology 
Tracey Etheridge 




uMeeting so many different 
people has made me grow as a 
person." Mary Herzer, Senior 
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Anthony M. Falcone 
Alexandria, VA 
Music Ed 




Kennett Square, PA 
Chemis try 
Brian Farrell 
Fort Repu blic, VA 
Philosoph y 




C rozet, VA 
Pol. Sci. 
Patricia S. Fallon 
Mclean, VA 
Accou nting 







Harriso nburg, VA 
Public Adm in . 
~ 












Theresa A. Fish 




















Mary Beth Fogarty 
Alexa ndria, VA 
Marketing 
An thony Farrell 
Great Fa lls, VA 
Accounting 
Susan Fay 




Mgmt Info Sys 
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Robert J. Foley 
Richmond, VA 
Business Mgmt 
Victor A. Foreman 
Chester, VA 
Comp. Sci. 
Chris tie Freidel 
Ann Arbor, Ml 
Speech Path 
nne M. Funkhauser 
t. Jackson, VA 
gmt Info Sys 








Early Child. Ed 














Hotel / Rest Mgmt 
Beth Foran 
Richmond, VA 
Fas hion Merch . 
Mark Frank 
South Bos ton, VA 
Mgmt Info Sys 





Mgmt Info Sys 
' ,., 
Matthew R. Gardiner 
Chevy Chase, MD 
Finance 
Maureen E. Gibson 
Arlington, VA 
Audiology 
Sally Anne Ford 
l ewis burg, WV 
Hotel/ Res t Mgmt 
Nancy Frazier 
Jeffersonton, VA 
Comp. Sci./ Math 













Virginia Beach, VA 










A lex is Fuller 
Winches ter, VA 
Finance 
Peter Galbraith 
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Dan ville, VA 




Mark G riff in 












Teresa G rogg 
Randallstown, MD 
Special Ed / Art 












Natalie R. Glatfe lter 






John Graney Morris 
Plains, NJ 














Rebecca J. Grow 
Buena Vista, VA 
Art 
DonaldS. Good Jr. 
White Hall, MD 
Acctg/ M.I.S. 






Ellen C. Grube 
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ealo^ , anassas, VA 
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Paul R. Guidash 
Wilmington, DE 











Karen L. Harper 
Yorktown, VA 
Psychology 





Early Child. Ed 
Susan E. Hagood 
Richmond, VA 
Mgmt Info Sys 
Gretchen A. Hally 
Alexandria, VA 



















Kent R. Hardesty 
Springfield, VA 
Mgmt Info Sys 
Cindy A. Harris 
Alexandria, VA 
Marketing Ed 
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Carolyn R. Hiskey 
Harrisonburg, VA 
Early Child. Ed 
Colleen Hess 
Springfield, VA 






Thomas R. Henderson 





Kurt R. Hohl 
Reading, PA 
Accounting 
Tammy W. Heflin 
Front Royal, VA 














Toms River, NJ 
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Mgmt lnfo Sys 
Lisa Hughes 
Glens Falls, NY 
Music Ed 






















Mgmt Info Sys 
Tim Holmes 





Mary Helen Hug 






















Pol. Sci . 
//It's sort of sad leaving; I'll 
miss friends, but I'm looking 
forward to being out in the 
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Leslie A. Hutchins 
Milford, DE 
Dietetics 
Judi A. James 
Spotsylva nia, VA 
Mathematics 
• 




























































Tracy L. Jones 
Virginia Beach, VA 
Marketing 
Dou~las H. Keeffe 
Virgmia Beach, VA 
Art 




West Point, VA 
Mgmt Info Sys 
Elizabeth B. Jewett 
Midlothian, VA 





Virginia K. Jones 
Harrison burg, VA 
Psychology 



























































































Fort Benning, GA 
Finance 





Hotel / Rest. Mgmt 
Darrell Kelly 


























Fork Union, VA 
Health Science 
Adelle Kint 
Orrtanna, P A 
Accounting 
-
- . ... 
Marge Kelly 
Bel Air, MD 
Home Ec. 
Laurie Kertesz 




















































































































James A. Kline IV 
Millers Tavern, VA 
Comm Arts 
Richard A. Kirk 
Fairfax, VA 
Comp. Sci. 
Kimberl y Knapp 
Virginia Beach, VA 
Fasnion Merch. 








Mgmt Info Sys 
& 
Timothy A. Kirk 
















Early Child. Ed 
Elizabeth Lanier 



















































Meida, P A Mgmt 
Info Sys 
Marjorie La·ne 
Newport News, VA 
Accounting 
Alva Rae Lawrence 
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Bio / Med Tech 
Shelley leadman 





Early Child. Ed. 





Virginia Beach, VA 
Marketing 
Maria lusick 





James Leftwich Jr. 
Chesapeake, VA 
Pol. Sci. 








Mgmt Info Sys 
Jeffery Lutz 
Lynchburg, VA 










Dean P. Long 









Susan G. leach 
Ocean City, NJ 
Accounting 
Alison lekebusch 
Ellicot City, MD 
Comm. Arts 
I i 
Stuart M. lewis 
Madison Heights, VA 
Marketing 
Jody Long 
Boca Raton, Fl 
Office Admin. 
Paul E. Luetkemeyer 
Chantilly, VA 
Social Sci. 





Early Ch ild Ed. 





Mgmt Info Sys 
Jeffery M. lupis 
Harrisonburg, VA 
Management 




Virgin ia Beach, VA 
Nursing 
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• Thomas Martz 






























Med / Biology 








Diane D. McCleskey 
King George, VA 
Marketing 
Richard J. McDonald 
Martinsville, VA 
Accounting 
Kathryn M. Maiser 





Theresa F. Martin 
Keysville, VA 
Comm Arts 









Owen J. Malone III 
Alexandria, VA 
History 
















 . a athr  . aiser Owen J. Malone I 
, Fa ls hurch, VA Alexandria, VA 
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. c l s atricia cClintock 







i . c o l alerie c onald Dawn McDowe l 
rt  anvill , VA Richmond, VA 
t arketing Comm Arts 


















leen A. McKenna Elizabeth McKinley 
IIIJillnt:·n CT Fairfax, VA 





Early Child. Ed 
Management 
Bill McMahon 
Virginia Beach, VA 
Biology I Med. 
Kathryn Meiser 

























Suzanne M. McQuillan 
Vienna, VA 
Special Ed 
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Darien  
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Dawn E. Miller 
Wenonah, NJ 
Early Child. Ed 
LuAnn Mondloch 
Fairfax, VA 
Mgmt Info Sys 
Randall Michael 








,, ' . ~ 
Martha L. Moore 
l.exington, VA 
Pol. Sci. 
Marcos F. Mercado 
Alexandria, VA 
MusicComp. 
Abry Ellen Miles 










Mgmt Info Sys 
Randolph S. Morrison 
Martinsville, VA 













David M. Moretti 
Gaithersburg, MD 
Hotel / Rest. Mgmt 




West Chester, PA 
Hotel / Rest. Mgmt 
Bernard Miller 
Baltimore, MD 
Mgmt Info Sys 
Sherri Miller 
Waynesboro, VA 






Mgmt Info Sys 
Marvin Moser 
Virginia Beach, VA 
Accounting 
Andy Meyers 
Ft. Washington, MD 




Glen H. Mizelle 
Manassas, VA 
Mathematics 
Karen E. Moore 
Clifton, VA 
Pol. Sci. 
Peter R. Morgan 
Woodbridge, VA 
Management 
Muibeth A. Mullany 
Great Falls, VA 
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Mgmt Info Sys 
Brooke Nichols 
Portsmouth, VA 















Mgmt Info Sys 
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Kristine C. O'Krepky 
LaFayette, NJ 
Comm Arts 
































Early Child. Ed 













Mount Solon, VA 
Psychology 
Anne Page 
Virginia Beach, VA 
Biology 






Mary EUen O'<:onno1 
Culpeper, VA 
Comm Arts 
Sharon J. O'Hagan 
Morristown, NJ 
Marketing 
Philip G. Oscar 
Wilmington, DE 
Hotel/ Rest. Mgmt 
Timothy J. Palkovitz 
Hagerstown, MD 
Mgmt Info Sys 





Eng/ Comm Arts 
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Geoffrey H. Polgla.se 
Allendale, NJ 
CommArts 









Mary Ellen Perko 
Fairfax, VA 













M. Susan Peeling 
Hydes, MD 




Jill E. Pohlig 
Richmond, VA 




Karen M. Pearsall 
Springfield, VA 
Special Ed 









Nicola J. Peoples 
Reading, MA 
Music Ed 
Stacy E. Phillips 




Mgmt Info Sys 




Dominick J. Pastore l  y trick Ja ie Lyn Pat erson 
Lorton, VA llysford, arrisonburg, VA 
• rhemistry p. ci. French/Ed 
Steven G. Patterson 
Woodstock, VA 
Accounting 
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Abby A. Powell 

















William J. Ramsey 
Danville, VA 
Management 




Virginia Beach, VA 










Diane D. Prettyman 
Waynesboro, VA 
Mathematics 
















Mgmt lnfo Sys 
Kelly Price 




Early Child. Ed 
Marianne Ragot 
Cerverna Park, MD 







Tina M. Richard 
Front Royal, VA 
Mgmt Info Sys 
• • 
' 
Beth S. Prillaman 
Martinsville, VA 
Finance 
Theresa M. Pufko 
Alexandria, VA 







Frederick D. Rice 
Reedville, VA 
Biology 
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, arlinsvi le, VA , 


























































Bel Air, MD 
Marketing 
Andrew M. Righter 
Temple Hills, MD 
Mgmt Info Sys 




E. Brunswick, NJ 
Hotel / Rest. Mgmt 
Thomas F. Rogers 
Danville, VA 
Management 




Rich mond, VA 






Mgmt Info Sys 









Ma ry K. Riesett 




Mgmt Info Sys 
Bryce Robert.son 
MartinsvilJe, VA 
Mgmt Info Sys 
Leslie C. Rogers 




Falls Church, VA 
Mgmt Info Sys 
Wendy Rose 






Virginia Beach, VA 
Mathematics 
Lr.nn Rogers 
Silver Spring, MD 
Psych / Special Ed 
Jacqueline Roller 
Weyers Cave, VA 
Physical Ed 
Ruth Rossmiller 







Fairfax Station, VA 
Public Admin. 
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Hotel / Rest. Mgmt 
Angela Ruggiero 
Plattekill, NY 














Cherry Hill, NJ 
Early Child. Ed 
Rebecca D. Sandridge 
Harrisonburg, VA 
Comm Arts 
Sara S. Scarborough 
Vir~inia Beach, VA 
Soaal Sci. 
























Tracy C. Russell 
Waynesboro, VA 







Jeffrey W. Schenkel 




French / Pol. Sci. 









Leander M. Scales 
Martinsville, VA 
Management 
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Anne H. Sloan 
Virginia Beach, VA 
History 












Sydney M. Simpkins 
Bedford, VA 

































Special Ed / Psych 












Early Child. Ed 
Lee Ann Sizer 
Richmond, VA 
Marketi ng 
Kristina K. Small 
Vienna, VA 
Dance/Comm Arts 
Na ncy Lee Sharp 
Harrisonbu rg, VA 
Special Ed 
Ann Smith 
South Hill, VA 
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Helen E. Smith 
Virgin ia Beach, VA 
Dietetics 
Stephen M. Smith 
East Chester, NY 
Comm Arts 








Comm Arts / Mktg 
Bradley Snavely 
Newport News, VA 
Comm Arts 
Karen M. Sottek 
Rockville, MD 
Nursing 
Juliette l. Stansell 














Marcell A. Smith 














James F. Stickley 
Falls Church, VA 
Music Ed 





Mgmt Info Sys 
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Tracy Lynn Sulc 






















































Short Hills, NJ 
Hotel / Rest. Mgmt 




Kimberly A. Summers 
Jefferson, MD 
Comm Arts 
Cynthia L. Strosnider 
Harrisonburg, VA 
Office Admin 
Deborah M. Supinski 
Portsmouth, VA 
Psychology 
ul like the status that 
goes along with being a 






















































































Colonial Heights, VA 
Speech Path. 
Scott Tolley 
Lynch burg, VA 
Comm Arts 







William D. Torbush 








Dan B. Thompson Jr. 
Marion, VA 
Art 
John Henry Thune II 
Seaford, DE 
Business 
Lawrence L. Tormey 









Hope AFB, NC 
Accounting 












Joan B. Tyler 
Richmond, VA 
Finance 







Front Royal, VA 
Mgmt Info Sys 




Virginia Beach, VA 
Int. Bus./Mktg 
Alison Uhl 
North Miami, FL 
Music Ed 
Gary Thomas 
Cherry Hill, NJ 
Hotel / Rest. Mgmt 
Tamberia Thompson 




Early Child. Ed 
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Mt. Kiscok, NY 
Marketing 







Wyomiss•ng, P A 
Mktg/Mgmt 




Virginia Beach, VA 
Marketing 
Jeffrey Urban 
Basking Ridge, NJ 
Physical Ed 
Timothy L. Veltman 
Sterling, VA 
Mgmt Info Sys 
Agnes Vivaldi 
Falls Church, VA 
Hotel/Rest. Mgmt 
Ladd Wagner 
Chambersburg, P A 
Hotel/Rest. Mgmt 
Shelley Walker 




















Linda L. Wankow 
Bridgewater, NJ 
Comm Arts 
RichardT. D. Valle 
Silver Spring, MD 
Marketing 
Robin Carroll Via 
Glen Allen, VA 
Mgmt Info Sys 
Tamara R. Waggoner 
Vienna, VA 
Mgmt Info Sys 
Brian Kent Walker 
Reedville, VA 
Mgmt lnfo Sys 
Deborah Wallof 





Wand a Vanatta 
Burke, VA 
Mgmt Info Sys 
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Jennifer D. Weiss 
Sterling, VA 
Pol. Sci. 
Helen R. White 
Chesapeake, VA 


















Hotel / Rest. Mgmt 


















Lisa R. Williams 
Front Ror,al, VA 
Early Chtld. Ed 
Stephen Webb 
Bel Air MD 
Pol. Sci. 
Jennifer A. Welsh 







Mgmt Info Sys 
Donna Williams 
Suffolk, VA 










Steven C. Wicks 
Petersburg, VA 
Mgmt Info Sys 
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Mgmt Info Sys 
Nancy Wood 
Potomac, MD 
Mgmt Info Sys 
Cui W. Wright Jr. 
Harrisonburg, VA 
Comp. Sci. 









Wendy S. Wojnar 
Liberty Corner, NJ 








































Donna M. Yarber 
Harrisonburg, VA 
Music Ed 
Edwin A. Zelek Jr. 
Woodbridge, VA 
Office Admin. 
;'/I'm going to miss it, but the 
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Michele Belcher · 
Pauline Bellas 





Stacy G. Berry 
l<ristiaa Bilson 
Stevea G. Blackstock 
Tamara llacbtock I 
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Marcy M. Brizzolara 









Nsimbi A. Buthelezi 
Elaine Butler 
Tom BuHerworth 








Robin S. Capps 
Christopher S. Card 
Pamela Carey 
Andrea Carhart 
Cuolyn Ann Caricofe 
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Lisa LaDonne Oark 
Curt Clements 
Sherry Coakley 








Carolyn Rae Conte 



















Mark P. Davis 
Melinda K. Day 
Charlie Delacruz 
Tracy Demich 
Beth Ann Demotses 
Jacquelin Denison 
Thomas A. Dierauf, Jr. 
Teresa Dodson 
Kris Doerler 
laura A. Donnell 
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lynn l. Flowers 
Susan Flynn 
David C. Forbes, Jr. 
lisa Foss 






Dale G. Fulk 
Gregory S. Fulk 
Cynthia A. Gallimore 
Christopher Garber 
Steven George 
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Laura K. Goodw in 
1 imothy P. Gorman 
Patricia Cough 
l e igh Ann Grant 
Sheri Gravelle 









Kris ta Griffith 
Jannis Harper 
Kathryn Harris 





Rene H. Hawkins 
Sydney Hawthorne 
Todd Heath 


















• Drew Haas 
Lori E. Hagen 
James A. Hall 
Teresa Hall 




Kimberly F. Hand 
Lynn Hardage 
Sandra Harmon 
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Holly A. lrland 


























Margaret A. Hunt 
Richard M. Jones Jr. 
Robert Jones 
Yalenta M. Jones 
Robert Jordan 
Richard W. Joyner 
Tracey Lynn 
Judd Kathy Keenan 
John Keller 
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Nancy G. Leeker 
Tim Leffel 
Karen A. lensler 
Laurie tester 
Michael Lindsay 





Susan Denise Logu 
Maggie Loughran 
David C. LuJtdberg, Jr. 
Mary Ann Lundy 
Lisa Luther 




MelaJtie A. Macduff 
James D. Mack 
Helen M. MacNabb 
Carole Mann 
Mary Susan Mann 
Tammy Mannarino 
John Mason 
Laura J. Manus 
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Carla C. McClanahan 
Kevin McClatchy 









Linda S. McOsker 
Patricia Mebane 





















Robert E. Morley, Jr. 
Troy V. Mothershead 
Lynne D. Mowbray 
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~:Jr} Seth Neely 
D.:b Nicholson 













Susan M. Page 
Janine Papproth -- • 
-
Christianne Parker 
Paige C. Parlow 
Beth Parrish 
Kathleen Parrott 
Brenda G. Patterson 
Niels W. Pemberton 
Bever I y Pence 
Suzanne Perault 
Ross Perkinson 
Tamara J. Petros 


























Debra J. Rissler 
David Rivers 
' ~~ .. 
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Jill Ann Roulley 
Terry Rush 
Ressia Russell 
Li nda Ryan 
Rebecca Samples 
Elaine C. Sampsell 
Kay Sampson 
















Betty Jean Shihda 
Kevin Shortall 
Karen E. Simmons 
Leslie Simmons 
Richard Simmons 





Karen Marcella Smith 
Rodger Smith 
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Susan E. Stevens 









Kimberly A. Taylor 
Melody Terry 






Darlene G. Thornhill 









































































































Constance F. Walker 
Theresa M. Walker 
AndreW. Wallace 
LisaK. Wallace 



















Duane S. Willis 
Marguerite Willner 
Tracy L. Wimmer 
Janice A. Winstead 
Lynda Winstead 
Kimberly Wise 
Kevin W. Womack 
Susan J. Wunderly 
Cheryl L. Young 
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Lisa R. Alexander 
Alice M. Allen 
Kate Allison 
Stephanie Almquist 





















Ann Mari Bellaschin 
lisa Bennet 
James Bigger 
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Melissa J. Bowers 
Rita Bowles 
Jeffery Bowyer 
Catherine E. Boyle 
Janet C. Brackman 
Carla Bragg 
Janet Renee Branch 

















Rebecca l. Cambell 
Kristi Carper 
Alisa Casli 
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Becky Cook 
Shelly Marie Cook 
Elissa Cooper 
Mary Demse Cooper 
Rhonda D. Cooper 
Terri Crooker 
Usa Culp 
Lea Ann Curbow 
Audrey Dalgetty 




Karen L. Davis 
Deirdre Deloatch 
Ella E. Demby 
Carmack 
Demonbreun 
Julie Troy Deshazo 
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Pamela M. Gladwell 
Kelly Glass 
Tracy Glavin 
Steven M. Goldstein 









Deanna Sue Green 
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;,ca:.-t I ! rrison 
~.P.PY Harri~on 















Joanna L. Jones 
Melanie Jones 
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Mark C. Lau 
Robert R. Kendall 
Shawn Kerrigan 
Laura Kettlesttings 













Casey C. Laughlin 






Kim Yvonne Lightfoot 
Carey E. Lindquist 
Yvonne Linton 
Casey Lockard 
Marilyn S. Lofdahl 
Dawn Lotts 
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Penny Meg!?i nson 
Allyson MeJid 








Bar bara Miner 







Sherri l ynn Morris 
Wayne Morris 









Deborah L. Myers 
Leslie C. Myers 
Jennifer Nagele 
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Bobbi Jo Peyton 
Michael Phillips 
Scott Phillips 

















Akram W. Ransom 
Carolyn Rawdon 
Vicki Ray 
Mar~aret E. Raynal 
Robtn Reames 
Joyce Rebar 
Debra A. Redner 
Carolyn Reese 
Karen Reynolds 
Shirley M. Reynolds 
Jeanette Riccobono 
Amy Richardson 
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Gary W. Schuh 
Jenniler Scott 
Kathryn Scott 




Carol Enne Shall 
Stacy Shult 
Jennifer Sie~el 





Stacey L. Smith 
Amy l. Sommer 
Maria L. Sorongon 







Kimberly D. Steele 
Michael Stennick 







john E. Stonko 
Alan J. Straiman 
Stacey Strawn 
Elizabeth Stutzman 




lisa A. Tabb 
JoniTakane 




Julie J. Thomas 
Tracie Thomas 
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Sarah A. Trezona 
Anthony W. Triangle 
Katherine Troub 
John Trumbo 
Terri L. Tucker 
Greg Tutwiler 
Venetta Twichell 
Cynthia L. Twin ing 
Kate Tyler 









Pamela Wag ner 
Angela Walker 
Betty Jo Walker 





Barbara A. Waters 
Geneva Webb 
John Eric Webb 





















Tonya D. Wood 
Darrin Woody 
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Dana lin Brown 













Susan D. Carper 
Susan Carter 
Thomas S. Cary 
Lisa Caswell 
1 uJia Arviso 
Conchita Austin 
























John B. Crossin 
J li  








































































































Tracey D. Fluke 
Todd Frager 
Julie E. Fust 






Robert L. Greene 
lm Grossedose 
Robert H. Haase 
Lisa Habron 
Allen Hall 







Scott J. Har.ter 
Vyann He nrich 
Katrin Helbing 
Pamela Helems 
Mary Kay Hilling 
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Cr sF. Holmes 
latonga Holmes 
Tracy Hopkins 









Cr~ig S. Len itt 
Muy C. Lesutis 
Jo~n Leverone 
Virginiil Link 
Lisil Kay Linkenhoker 
Amy Lisagor 
Deborilh A. Lynn 
Junil M~ckey 







Susan D. Jackson 
Randall Jagers 
Mary Ann Jeffrey 
Sarah Johnson 
Tr~cy Johnson 
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Christine E. Mitchell 
Susan Mitchell 
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Mark Neal 
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Tammy G. Powell 
Brian W. Powers 
Christopher Puckett 
l eslie Q uezaire 






Mon ika Rice 
Alyson Richards 
Debby Rigby 
Lisa Lynn Ritchie 
Michelle Robertson 
John Robinson 
Melissa A. Robinson 
Tammi L. Robinson 
Michele A. Roediger 
Nancy Runyon 
Eric Sandberg 
Joanne C. Sanderson 
Barbara Sayre 
Melanie Schales 






Emily Sue Shortt 
Irene Shumann 
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I Stnff-Kerstrn Bnrz, Stepllnme Cole, jon Solonronson, Susan Martm, Pam Wagner, Tmr Sutton, 
Andrea Nerlnn 
Helms 
nworking on the 
Bluestone is the perfect 
way to become involved 
in]MU. You have the 
opportunity to become 
familiar with every 
aspect of the university 
and you have to be 
involved in it all to 
capture the true spirit of 




Photograpllers-Suzre Turk, M ing Leong, Bob M cKrerrran, Glen Mrzelle, Drew Srmmons, Michele Karrascll, Skrppy Helms, Larry Towe, Dee Davrs 
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.uBeing sports editor at JMU is a 
lot more challenging than it was 
in high school because there are 
so many more sports to cover. The 
biggest advantage is having the 
Sports Information Office send us 
















    
    
   
    




































HAJJ of the hard work and 
long hours seem worth it in 
the end when we actually 
see the yearbook we have 
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• 
nAs the SGA president, my primary role is to 
advocate strongly and effectively. I must 
ensure that the SGA remains responsive, 
creative, and willing to initiate change." Dan 
Riordan, Senior 
I • I 
• 
Davis 
Jst Row-Dat11d Robertson, Ray Olson, Leslte Quezaire, Nsunb1 Buthelezi, Greg Gromada, Keith Robertson. 2nd Row-Bryan Little, Rick Taplin, Cmdy Twining, Lisa 
Penman, Jacquelrne Groan, Beth Rogers, Densie Mumley, Debbie Lynn, CJms Allshouse, Joan McKeever, Andre Wallace, Leslie Myers. 3rd Row-James O'Hear IV, Jesse 
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uThis year we were 
chosen as one of the few 
colleges in the nation to 
be a model for the Keep 
America Beautiful 
campaign." Kay Nichols, 
Senior 
1st Row-Parliamentarian Beth Fornos, Demse 
Mumley (Food Serv1ce), Randy See (Cha~rman 
Pro-Tem). Anna-Mane Termim (Buildmfs and 
Grounds). 2nd Row-Tma Cason (/nterna Affa~rs), 
RICk Gerety (Student Serv1ces), Laura N1swander 
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uThe most challenging 
problem encountered by the 
Honor Council is the lack of 
student interest and concern 
in the university's honor 
system." Mary Creger, 
Junior 
President Mary Creger, Vice President Neal Decker, 
Prosecutor Tim McDonald, Prosecutor Steven 
Weidenmuller, Secretary Susan Fay. 
l 1 I 
• 1 
l 
I I 1 
Helms 
Davis 
SCA ExewtiVe CounCil-Secretary fame Crnige. Adm11ustratrve VICe Presrdenl Kay Nichols, Presrdent Dan Riordan, Legislative Vice President Helen Mac-
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a h.  , 
.oour role is not only an advisory 
role but we have to insure 
students' rights -- kind of like 
Perry Mason." David jones, 
Senior 
Mizelle 
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Edtlorral Staff-Ron Burke, Bnan Rawdon, 
Ttm ConwaiJ, Gwen Farrss, Pal Plummer, 
Cons/ann• Wa/ka, foltn Rose, Knsli Muis. 
• 
G 










''' Raw fol/11 R1lbatson. Dam•llt' Duvall. falm Ragom·. Altson Colblf, Donna Sawyers, Gwen Fanss. Co 11slancc Walkt•r, Slt't't' Jaffe. 2nd Row-Greg Flctcllcr. Pat Plummer, 
kmlt Mut,, Mts'!l [ JJJIS, Mrtrk Mtller, Cay fultz , Alan Nt•rkowtt;:, Dvnald Brvwn 3rd Row- Kerry Coffdt, Scott Tollt•y, fohn Kess/a, Bill Goodykoontz, Marum M c-
Q~t~s/tlJt fall Tlwnclo. Dnwn fnrrt'/1, Brrnn Rawdon. 
etuCe<zwi£ 
it ri ff- , ri , 
i y iv ns . t l ntcr. 






































Is/ mr l hn oberts , nelle ll, John a ne, lis  l y, o  Sawyers. ive  ariss, nstance alker. Steve Jaffe. 2nd Ro -Greg Fletcher, Pat Plummer, 
Knsti is. issy Epps. ar i . F .  ec i z. o l  ro . ry of elt. Scot  lley, John Kessler. Bil  Goodykoontz, arion r- 






uThe most important 
advancement of The 
Breeze this year has 
been that we are getting 
along better with the 
SGA, faculty, and 
~- ~ administration. There 
will always be 
controversy and clashes 
but The Breeze is 
growing to where it can 
act professionally about 
it." Constance Walker, 
Junior 
K neelwg-Steue Jaffe, Greg " Flash" Fletcher 
Standwg-Steue Emuson, fohn Kessler. 
Fletcher 
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J-..1 Rtm• Judi{ H ol::.l'r, Crt'S Ncwma11, Fra11ces 
Jt•l/ 2nd Rou• Jolrn Mar/111 , Sco/1 Snullr, Marl/ 
Ellt'll O'Ctli/IIOr . E\t'<lllll•t' Chmrman Scot/ 
Mwr. Sw/1 Br ou•11 3rd Row- Jerri{ D 'Asco/1, 
Ru lwrd \!,·ar lf Cmdl! A!allllt'l, \ '1 i1crlll Dal! 




hi ow- Imiu ze . G eg ewman, ran es 
let! w h artin ott Smith. ary 
en ' onno xecutive ai a Scott 
ue . cott r wn I  f y  scoIi. 
icha Ne y. in y M nue . Vincent ay, 
Anne Boy . ike iamhattista. Jer  eaver  
A 
£ >f 


































nseven of us went to 
Savannah to the Regional 
NACA (National 
Association of College 
Activities) and got lots of 
different ideas from other 
colleges. It brought the 
seven of us closer together. " 









































1st Row-Karen Acker, Jack1e Costallano, Becky Sandndge, Judy Johnson, JusiiiiC Horwath. 2nd Row-Doug Keffe, Sco/1 BmiSOII, Demsc Sl11elds, Ron Burke, Rob Could, 
Carolme May. 3rd Row-Advisor George Johnson, Adv1sor Bob Starr, Bettma F1sher, Greg Cast, R. f. Fletcher, Datre Kopeck1 , Mria C. Forry. 4th Row-Dan Hirsch, Darrm 
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nit's a hall, not a dorm! 
IHC works to improve 
residence life for the 
students here at JMU. " 
Brett Chaney, Junior 
Helms 
1st Row-M1chelle Bamhart , Mary B1ggs, EIJ::.abeth Asu>/lo, Kathleen Bames, Rebecca Kildu ff, L1sa SmllliOIIS, Debra Goodma11, Robert F1eld111g l11d Row- Secretary Ellen 
Kelly, julmna Dams, Ten fenk111s, Page Blakeman, Stephanie Powell, Leslie Henson, Knst111e Kaplan, Amy H_vde, Kun Knapp, Becky Zdancewic::., Pres1dent Brett C11aney 
3rd Row- Treasurer Alyson Pedlow, Carla Shepherd, Donna Vanderpool, Tracy Saunderson, Jeff C1catko, James Lucado, Enk £1/enes, Pmge Powell. 4th Row- Chuck Tor-
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.IJMU Chorale is a name to remember 
in the community - it appeals to 
older people and creates a cultural 
atmosphere." Lisa Luther, Junior 
Helms Davis 
lsi Row Alan McConm:/1, Wil/10m Dem ckson, Isaac Elltoll , Stephen Paynter. John Petrtllo, Glenn Cockrell, Dnnilo Stnpuln, Carlos Barilla, Shelton Dominici, Bill Sykes, 
f?ott Burgess 2nd Row-Beverly Morns, Dtnne Ungar, Susan Wampler, Kart Sktpper, Laura Z11nmerman, Grace Morey, Alexandra Sweeton. Bruns MacCo11ocltie, 
f.ltza/Jellt Rtehardson, Bobbte Cochrane, Shawn Rollins, Gwenmme Donald, Prestdent Kyle Stensgnard, Lynda Whitley. 3rd Row-Denise Hendon, Stacy Smith, Janet 
Daw>Oit, Amy Butlt•r, Bonme Hoskms, Rachel Tabor, Bomue MrJIIIIIS, Mary Gr1imr , Beth Lamer, Vrce-Prestdent Patrtcta Paquette, ]e~tnifer Kumnick, Historian Lisa 
l.ullra, Ami( Wtsltnrt, Secretary Domta Yarber 4th Row-Eric Walters, Davtd Latham, Treasurer /tm Ritt enhouse, Keith Samuels, Mark Hettnbtgner, Keith Harmon, Kurt 
Nt•grwrd. Ketllll Lammas. Toby Callenda, Scott Swanger, Dnvtd Arnold, J.D. Mack, fohn Spencer, Douglas Stark, Dale Fulk 
fM'U 
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I t - l  nell, illia  errickson, Isaac Elliott, Stephen Paynter. John Petnllo. Glen  CockreU. Da ilo Stapula, Carlos Barilla, Shelton Domtnict. Bill Sykes, 
D n . - ly orris, iane ngar, Susan a pler, Kan Skipper. Laura Zimmerman. Grace Marey. Alexandra Swe ton, Bruns MacConochie, 
Eli ab th ic . i  r ne, S n Rolims. Gwenanne Donald. President Kyle Stensgaard. Lynda Whitley. 3rd Roiv-Denise Hendon. Stacy Smith, Janet 
son. y ler, ni  ask in . chel b r. B nnie Mulhns. ary Gumn, Beth Lamer, Vice-President Patricia Paquette. Jennifer Kumnick, Historian Lisa 
L ther. y ishart, r t ry nna arber, 4th Ro - ric alters. David'Latham, Treasurer Jim Rittenhouse. Keith Samuels, Mark Heimbigner. Keith Harmon. Kurt 
Ke aa . vin mer . y ll nder. S tt S an r. David Arnold. J.D. Mack, John Spencer. Douglas Stark. Dale Fulk 
Leong 
nThe Commuter Student Committee 
brings the commuters together with 
the student body instead of 
segregating them. We provide a 
meeting place for the commuter to 
study, work, or socialize." Christine 
Allshouse, Junior 
Leong 
1st Row- Ken Clrep. 2nd Row- Steve Schwab, Joni Schelton, Christy Qualls, Mrclre/le McGrath, Jennifer McDonald, Packy Turner. 3rd Row-
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I l mv  he . - i  . ]oni Schelton. Christy Quails. Michelle McGrath. jeniufer McDonald, Packy Turner. 3rd Row- 
tin liz. J ' r IV. hris llshouse, Paul Hyne's. Jeanne Slye. John Baus erman. Nsimbi Bulhelezi. Lyn  Oliver, Michael 
t . 
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nCEC is a worthwhile 
experience - members 
receive lots of personal 
satisfaction for working 
with these special people." 





















. - . ...., 
• 
Karrasch 
1st Row - Grl Tuck. Carmctt Pulley, Cathcrme McNeese, Yulanda Thompson, j1ll Marks, Rebecca Slemp, jcamune Bwgermme, Meglratt Gear.IJ . 2nd Row - Tem Tucker, 
Trt•asurer Robm Slegl!l. Presrdcttt jcttttifa Tram, Vice-Prrsrdcttt Tract Richards, Secretary Lisa Shertdan, Deirdre Heubel. 3rd Row - Naucy Sharp, fanenne Damels, M1chele Kar-
rasch, Lort•tlra Blank 4th Row - Clm st1 Wolfrey, Mary L1sa L111n, Robm Terry, Kathy Damels, Stephanie Almqwst, \!alene DeP1etn, Irene Duerson, Laura LaRose, Caryn jones, 
Tammy Mann . Susan [rst'llhOlt't'r, Vrrgrmn Clarke, Darra Bossman, janet Kregm ow. 
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35/  il luck. r en Pul ey, t erine cNe se. Y l  Thompson. I il  Marks. Rebec a Slemp. leanrune Bengermme, Meghan Geary 2nd Row - Tern Tucker. 
e  h  l el, resident /ennifer . ice-president Traci Richards. Secretary Lisa Sheridan. Deirdre Heubel. 3rd Row - Nancy Sharp. Janen e Daniels. Mich el e Kar- 
. eth  l k t  - hrist i lfrey. ry Lisa Linn. Rohm Ter y. Kathy Daniels, Stephanie Almquist. Valerie DePietn. Irene Duerson, Laura La Rose. Caryn Jones. 
5 ^ammy Mann. Susan Eisenhower, Virginia Clarke. Dana Bossman. Janet Kregenow. 
1st Rou•-Rt•cordmg Secretary Kun Lemon, \'•ce-
Presldent Mar11 Ann Wundlf, Pres1dent Mar11 
Baclwwrsk1, Pres1dt'11t Bet II Lel'l. 2nd Rou•-
Correspondmg Secretary Kathy Miller, Carmen 
Pulley. Dt'IIIS<' Brma \'alene Foley. Sponsor Anne 
Marie Leonard, Dawn Miller. H1stonan fanel 
Kmg. Treasurer Robm Lamg. Jrd Row-Amy Beall I(, 
Angela Moss. Sandy Calhoun, Debb1e Glaze, Pam 
,.,roulx.fuile Pcre: 
nThe first week in April is 
the week of the y oung 
child - our big chance to 
get involved with the 
children in the area. We 
believe that today's youth 
is tomorrow's future. " 
Mary Bachmurski, Senior 
1st Row-Greg Versen. Secretary Beth Hernande: . 
V1ce-Pres1dent Beth Beahm, Pres1dent D10ne 
Taylor. 2nd Row-Teresa Games, Sherry Miles, V1c-
tor10 Putpr~~sh . Bethany Rowe, Laune Badanes. 
Holly GutJme, Teresa Muncy, Dorothy H1melnght, 
Wendy Stevens. Jrd Row- fackle Edwards, Deb Pax-
ton, Charlene Pllsenbarger, Sherry C. Tyler, Kathy 
Henry, L01me Creelman. 
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w e in ry im e . Vi e- 
i ry y, resident y 
hntur i. i ent h evi 2nd Row- 
in ry t iller, armen 
ll . emse nner. V l ri  oley. s r e 
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nwe try to promote the 
feeling of being greek~ not 
just being a member of an 
individual sorority." 
Wendy Rose, Senior 
1st Row-Karen Anderson, Jennifer Smith, Wendy Rose, Margo Duarte, Jill Kreider. 2nd Row-Maura Walsh , Michelle Scl111orbus, jenny Ens1gn, Anne Conrad, 
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Helms 
uiFC unifies the fraternities 
into one organization and 
provides an opportunity to 
meet people and interact with 
brothers from all of the 
different fraternities. " Bill 
Wright, Junior 
Executwe Council- 1st Row- Bnan Bercrc, Frank Man1m. 2nd Row-Mrchael Burkrll , 
Barry Dodson, Jeffrey Drckerson. Mrchael Hogan. 
1st Row- Sacral Clra~rman Mrke Hogan, Presrdent Frank Marom, Recorder Jeff Drckerson. 2nd Row- Steve VanDeventer, Davrd Robertson, Tom Brlello, Mrke Vra. Dave 
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nwe work with neighborhood 
churches and kids by taking them to 
on-campus movies and Halloween 
parties - we are in the business of 
helping people." Ronald Burke, 
Senior 
1st row- Colleen Tavlor Mar11 Ann Mur-
phy. Vrce Presrdent Pamela Cary. Presrdenl 
Dee Edwards. 2nd Row-Marmet te Ur-
quhart, Krm Mrles. Marlene Stevenson. Krm 
Farrar, Traer Fmley 
hi Rem•· Lt'OII Hamlr11 , Corrt'SilCJIIdmg Secretary k et'lll Sallt•y. Prt•srdent Ronald BurAt•, \'ra Prt•srdt'lll Anthony Flood, Trt•asura Natlramel Tlromasjr 2nd Row- Russell 
Puurdn:tu Sabrt'mw Cordd/, Cyntlua Wrllrams. Adt•rsor Wrllram Green, Gerald me CrocJ.. c•tt. Dawn Allt•n. Candan•jom's, Wanda Coleman 
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1st ow- icon im. espondin  t y K vin alley. resident R l  B ke. Vice President Anthony Flood. reasurer Nathaniel Thomas Jr. 2nd Row- Rus ell 
oindexter, h enna dell, hi il i s, vis r il i  reen. raldtne Cro kett. awn Allen. Candace J nes. nda Coleman 
Helms 
//I feel that the biggest thing I 
get out of AKA's A dopt-a-
Grandfather program is the 
enjoyment of knowing I've 
made someone's day by just 
spending time with him." 
Pamela Carey, Junior 
lsi Row- Past President Mtke Myers. Secretary Bryan S11npson, Vu·e Prestdenl Kmtberly Ttmpf, Prestdmt Lon Sydloli'Skt, Htslonan Ma:nane Moody, Trcasura Pat M c-
Carthy. 2nd Row- Lisa Hughes, Robm St . C/01r, Clms Sutton, Carla Ttploll, Amy Howe, Beverly Larison, Ltz Breedmg, Holly /rland, Barb Sert:: . 3rd Row- Mtke Lmdsay, 
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I st Row-Second V tce-Prestdent 
Nancl{ Fmlel{, Frrst Vtce-
Prestdcnt M tcliclle Dabbs, Presi-
dent Donna Brown. Recordmg 
Secretary Momca Parker. Cor-
reSi10IIding Secretary Dellena 
Byrd. Treasurer Karen Smtih. 
2itd Row-Paula Mnsste, Ltsa 
Ham/ell, Margo Wells. Slane 
Fowler, fultc Holland, Vnnan 
Gamel/ , Kunbcrly Tn_l(lor. 
//Delta Sigma Theta is an organization 
with over 100,000 women; at JMU we 
adopt a grandparent, make Thanksgiving 
baskets, and contribute to the black 
scholarship fund." Donna Brown, Senior 
1 I 
l si Row-Secretary Susan Graham, Extemal Vtee-Prestdcnl Andren Sl~erfy. Prestdenl Karm Gould, lntemal Vtce-Prestdenl Ltsa 
Clarke, Tn·nsurcr Kelley Altts. 2nd Row-A nm• Conrad, Nora Solan, Gem•vtet'L' Robless. Susan Sprw/1, Betsy Hayes, fulte Leonard, 
M eltssn Bowers, Mary Ret•d. 
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.~.~Women's Concert Choir is 
the oldest performing group 
at JMU. We're proud of the 
group and its history within 
the university." Jane Bond, 
Senior 
1st Row-Laurie Badanes, Kare11 O'Don11ell, Cece Breyault, L1sa Manyiafico, Debbie Alley, Laura Bowlmg, Cara Cammarota, Tracia Everton. 2nd Row-Kathy Douglas, 
Holly Carnahan, Deanna Morris, Dmne Osborne, Mon1ca Roesch, Usa Pennington, Han11a Yu, Etmly Shortt , Adele Ritchie. 2nd Row-Sarah Trezona, Aliso11 Uhf, Kristine 
Hoffmall, Vice-pres1de11t Beth Lamer, Caron Greer, Mary Sluelds, Pam Ewi11g, Treasurer Melame MacDuff, Mane Davis, Brenda Kre1der, jenme Henderson, Becky 
Crow, julie Ryder, Jackie Wilkerson, Secretary Debbie Glaze, Stacey Smith, Historian Carol Holla11s, Lynn terrell, Chap/am Ter~ Jenkins, President Jane E. Bond. 3rd 
Row-Susie Kubic, Kmdra Struthers, Beth Godey, Colett e Dunne, L1sa Persson, De~rdre Heube/, Km1 Steele, Janet Baxter, Pam M cGraw, MIChele Belcher, Terri Lee Bot-
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t i nes. n ' nell, ece Breyault, Lisa anyiafico. Deb ie Alley. Laura Bowling, Cara Cammaroto. Tracia Everton. 2nd Row-Kathy Douglas. 
,  ris. iane sbornc. ica Roesch. Lisa Penmngton, Ha na Yu. Emily Short , Adele Ritchie. 2nd Row-Sarah Trezona, Alison Uhl. Kristme 
ff n. i e-president t L er. aro reer. ry Shields. Pam Ewing, Treasurer Melanie MacDuff, Mane Davis. Brenda Kreider. Jen ie Henderson. Becky 
. J r, e rs n. Secretary Debbie laze. Stacey Smith. Historian Carol Hollans, Lyn  T rrell, Chaplain Ten Jenkins, President Jane E. Bond. 3rd 
i , en t . t  odey. C lette Dunne. Lisa Pers on, D irdre Heubel, Ki  Ste le. Janet Baxter, Pam McGraw, Mich el e Belcher. Tern Lee Bot- 
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Mizelle 
1st Rou1-l.ynne Corkin, Cllamnan Forrest Brann, l.rsa l.mk. 2nd Row-Staff Workers l.ymw and Ken German, Penny Surber, Margaret 
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w L  i , hairm  rrest Brann, Lisa Link. 2nd Ro -Staf  orkers Lynne and Ken German. Pen y Surber. Margaret 
 ou  il i s. 
uReal-life Fellowship is an uplifting 
experience, considering the trials and 
tribulations one must face in the college 
atmosphere." Penny Brockwell, Freshman 
#The intent of the 
Contemporary Gospel 
Singers is to be an outlet 
for students on campus 
who want to praise God 
through song." Glenda 
Martin, Senior 
I 
1st Row-Ciraplam Brll Shelton, Presrdent Glenda Martm, Treasurer Vonda Sparks, Secretary Patrrcra Mebane, Geraldme Crockett, Drrector Davrd Forbes Jr. 2nd Row-Jeanette Darden, 
Lytrece Claude, Joy Lee, Mrclrele Lewis, Artlwretta Spencer. Lisa Johnson, Demse Jones, Pramst Elame Scranage, Nancy Drye. Cynthra Kam, Samantha Gravely, Juna Mackey, Valerre 
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Zma Facemm:, A/Itt' WcbN, Jamte Chapman, Adi•tsor /ne:: Ramsc_~ 
//Hillel is a Jewish social 
group - we're young with 
only 15 members but we're 
working on our 
enrollment." Leslie Liss, 
Sophomore 
A/on fay Statman, Vtcr Prcstdent Leslte Rogers, Mtcltacl Hoffman, Secretnr.v Frances Robmson, Prcstdenl 
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Srmmons 
1st Row- Ma/1/rcw Comer. Grllran Gray, Presrdenl Alan McConnell. Holly Barber 2nd Row- Slrerrr McGurrl. Campus Mrmsler }olrn Lewis. Secretary Helen Meek, Vrce 
Presrdenl Janel Cope, Darer Bossman. Jrd Row- Saralr Tre::ona, jamce Babb, Mary Klee. Daniel Bates, Grayson Wagstaff, Tom Burkholder, Belterly Morns, Roberta 
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//The choreographer showcase is 
new this yea~· it gives a performer 
the chance to get feedback from 
both an audience and three judges." 
Kristi Small, f unior 
DaVIS 
Helms 
lsi RoU' Laura Adams. Sln•m Clt•mm/s, Amy Thomas, Laura M organ, Carmela Esposrto, Mrclrell~c· Nt•t•ly. Marv Carolyn Tlues, Catlry Wrtlmms. Brck.v Wamsley, Karen 
Hmckkv 2nd Rou•-Bt•t~y Uc Basst'lt Ann Pflugshaupl , Lrsa Counts. Stacey Krt•llen, Yaseu1111 Waslmrgton, Marmt•ttt• Urquhart , £rrk Hargreaves, Stacy Pala/1 , Laum 
Wa/$11. Brad Snavdv. Elamc Butler. Sarah lr/1, Stcphamt• Almqurst. Lrnda Holman. 3rd Row-Mrclrnrl Cwm. Maryann West. Mrclrt'lle Caston, Cyntlna Roberls-
Tiromr'~" fam•t Sponht•rnt, Knit' Trammt'll, Sandt•e Natolr. Francr,• Bombardtt'ft', fcmufcr jones, Tyna Andrews, IVordl( Sltwt•ns. Clrrrs Mrraclt•, Kart?n Willrnmson, Karen 
Cr.mruford, Marra SClror~gmr, fvl Horne Dr [arlvnn I A-frtla, Krrstma Kathvm Small. • 
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1st w- , hcrrt le ent , , , l  it , i h lle eel . y l ht , th illia , e y l ,  
inckley ow- ets I ee et/,  fl t. i  ts, t  ell , a min hin t , nne e t, E i . t l tt, urie 
alsh, vely, ine . Hill. e nie i , i . i hae G , , i hel G . hi t  
hompson. J net eim, ate ell, e  t h. ie iere, Jenni e  J .  e s. Wen y teve . h i  i le. e illia .  
o et for . i o ngon. Jy m . . E y J. Miller. i hn t yrn . 
1st Row-Vtce-Presidenl Patty Przybocki. Prestdent Stephame O'Connor, Secretary Demse Pterson. 2nd 
Row-Amt Breedlove, Russell Campbell, Pam Braxton, Jeff Lupts, Patrtcta Ormtston, Maurice 
McMahon, Barbara Blum. 
• 
nThe Aquatics Club is purely 
recreational. It's a great way to 
meet people." Michael Wilson, 
Freshman 
1st Row-Treasurer Scott Martmson, President Btl/ Casazza, Vice-Prestdent Michael Burt. 2nd Row-]m1 Powers, Steve Warrington, Enc Smitherman, Jeff Donohue, Casey 





J te t t, i t t ni  ' onn r. ecretar  enise ier son. 2nd 
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1st o - reasurer Scott artinson. President Bill asazza. ice-President ichael urt .2nd ow-Jim Po ers. Steve Warring ton 
Lockard. anager Donna alhias. Randy Parker. Don Detwiler. Brad Jones. Michael Wilson. Dan Sutherland. 3rd Row-Raymond Fiedler, att McShane. Erie Johnson. 
300 
1st Row- Pre.<adcnt Cathy ldd111gs, V1ce Pres1dent 
Mtclwcl Easthan, Treasurer Barbara Blum. 211d 
Row- Vtckt Walt ers, Laura Dolphin, foa/1 Tyler, 
fenmfcr Wtckes. 
//This year we are going 
through a transition - we 
are trying to become more 
recognized throughout 
the campus." Jay 
Leftwich, Senior 
lsi Row- fohn La::as, Secret ary/Treasurer Kattr: Alh'n, Prestdent fay Leflwtclt, Helen MacNabb, Anna M arie Ter-
1111111. 2nd Row- joe Fix, Mary Zalarga, £ci Maass, Tara Rtley, ]1111 Pedigo. 
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1 t  J z . r t r ie le . resi J t i h,   .  n  
mini.  J i , t Ed s  i , Jim i . 
1st Row- Dietrrch Amondro Nelson, William Green, Rrcardo Hamson, Reginald Brown. 2nd Row- Kevin Salley, Bill Shelton, Treasurer £/arne Scranage, Presrdent Leon Hamlin, Vice 
Presrdent Wanda Coleman, Teresa Garnes, Derrdre DeLoatch. 3rd Row- Karen Smith, Ajena Cason, Frederrka Ferguson, Candace Jones, Glenda Martm, Floyd Sparks, Lrsa Beasley, 
Brran Young, Ronald Burke, Geraldme Crockett, Nsimbe Buthelezr, Alan Archer. 4th Row-Melanre Randall, Yulanda Thompson, Shelia Massenburg, Mrchelle Dabbs, Mrchele Lewrs, 
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uHome Ec. is more than just 
cooking and sewing. It's 
interior design, dietetics, child 
daycare, and fashion 
merchandising." Sarah Faruki, 
Sophomore 
• 
!sl Rouo Beth Wrseman, Ann Werse11sale 211d Row-Angela RrJsse/1, Sa11dy Shoaf, Rene Kuyke11dal/, Suz:an11e Bowma11, Su:amre Wrllhaus. 3rd Row-
/ orr Boecku, Lrsa Nelso11, Kay Vra, Advrsor Marra11 Emerson, Julre Bu/11/e, Laura Goodwm, Presrde11/ Mrssy Bales, Spencer Meador, Laurre Gladstone. 
"  
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1st Row-Treasurer Mary Riesel/, Pres/dent Wendy w o,nar, Secretary Lmda MeDsker, VICt' President Laurte Householder, Julie Lot'chler. 2nd Row-Cmdv McKmnev. 
Bruce DaVIS, Kim Guidi , Laurie Demmt. Michele Mmk. · · 
Dat11s 
1st Row-H1stonan Na11cy Wrtght , Kathy Robertson, Secretary M1ssy Bates, Pres1dent Laura Goodwm, Lynne Venty. 2nd Row- Rachel Donnelly, Laurte Gladstone. V1ce 
President Ann Weisensale, Julie Buhite, Advisor Dorothy Rowe. 
303 
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nThe Medical and Allied 
Health Society exposes 
students to different fields 
of study and helps them to 
prepare for their careers 
after graduation." 
Christine Ott, Senior 
r 1 
1st Row- V1ce Pres1dent Laune Kmesz, Pres1dent Sco/1 Murray, Secretary Christ1e Fnedel . 2nd Row- Dawn Allen, Clmstie Wolfrey. Mary L1sn Law, Mary Lee Holl1s, 
Claud1a Darr, Gil Tuck, Darlette Robmson, Darlene Robinson, Bndgette Tmeyck, Apnl Wells. 
"Tft edcc<x£ atuC 
/4CCieet 
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2 f u'  i r id tm c encsz, Preside t S tt urray, Secretary Christie Friedel. 2nd Row- Dawn Allen, Christie Wolfrcy. Mary Lisa Linn, Mary Lee H oil is. 
i . i . arlet e bins n. arlene Robi son, Bridget e Teneyck. April Wel s. 
, 
, 
1st Rou•-Cirrzstme Ott Treasurer Roland Berg, 
Vrce-Presrdent M1clwrl V1gilone. Pres1dent 
Fred Wlil1son 2nd Row-Lon Ruffalo, Karen 
Aspwwall, Susan Orr, Dame/ Campbell, Mnr11 
Kay Scanlon, MIChael Vm, Barbara Mullt>r 
Amy Turner Mary Hemty. /Ill Lubbs. Fn11 
Wrllmms, Sharon Polen 3rd Rou•-Theresa Fer-
rara, M rclrnel Swgcl, Stephen Dobrat:, Encn 
Anderson, Candace Jones, Nrcole Sen/co. Bill 
McMahon . k nrm Dnt•rs. 
Helms 
1st Row-Advrsor Dnvrd Holdndge. Pres1dent fmr Klmc. Beth Rouch. Steve Emerson, Ron Burke. Adv1sor j1m M1sk1me11. 2nd Row-Dave Moskowrt:, Scott Brown. 
Steve Strout . Ken Agud, Karen Srnrmons, Km1 Krel. Sherri Cohn. Terrr Achermnn. Coug Wahlgren, V1cki M cComuck, Scot t Bmrson, Roger Smllh, Dr. Tom Ke11-
11edy. El12nbeth Street , R.f. Fletcher. 305 
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1st Row-Advisor David Holdndge, President Jim Kline. Beth Rouch. Steve E erson. Ron Burke. Advisor Inn iski en. lnd Row-Dave oskowilz, Scott Brown. 
Steve Slroul, Ken Agud. Karen Simmons. Kim Kiel. Shern Colin. Tern Acher an. Coug ahlgren. Vicki cCormick. Scott Brinson. Roger Smith. Dr. loin Ken- 
n , iza J.
-~ --·· ~ 
• 
.~.~We are really gungho 
about sponsoring Free 
Enterprise Week in 
November but it's always 
a lot of work!" Robin 
Smith, Senior 
1st Row- President-Elect Debbie Becker. President 
Roxanne Dietzler, Nina Carter, Secretary fulte 
Biller, Kendall Tala, Calvin Good. 2nd Row- Jackie 
Roller, Tom Butterworth, Rtchard Swan, Charles 
Bono, Treasurer Sheila McA rtor 
Helms 
1st Row Robert BtlrnS, Russell Campbell, Wtlltam Scarff, Htstonan James Feeney, Secretar11 Robm Smith, Prestdent Ann Graves. Treasurer Beth Prillaman, Tim Binner, john Sett le Ill, 
Robert Schroeder, Edwm Zelek. 2nd Row- Erica Swenson, Ltsa Kowaltk, Rob Flowers, Willtam Truban, Elizabeth McCusker, Linda Croke, Holly Carnahan, Carmen Gore, Lubeth Min-
mck, Tem Brow, Liane Sprunk, Barbara Blum, Cat/ Clyburn, Jeanne Slye, Sheryl Robmson, Juamta Walton, Anne Phillips, Alexts Fuller. 
306 
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- t u s, ll ll. illi  S rf . Histori n James Fe ney, Secretary Robin Smith, President An  Graves, Treasurer Beth Prillaman, Tim Bin er, John Settle II , 
, in elek.  o - Erica S son. Lisa Kowahk, Rob Flowers, il iam Truban, Elizabeth McCusker, Linda Croke, Holly Carnahan. Carmen Gore, Lubeth Min- 
ni . rn . S runk,  lu . Gail ly urn, Jeanne Slye, Sheryl Robinson, Juamta Walton. An e Phillips. Alexis Fuller. 
Karrasch Karrasch 
l 
1st Row-Historian Greg Gromado, Treasurer Catlry McNeese, President Sherri Burnett, Vice President Michelle Crotteau, Secretary Tom Martz. 2nd Row- judy Ronan, 
Michele Lewis, Kim Piche, Tricia Hensley, Suzanne Dunn, julia Bazarre, Stacie Kovac, Patti Watson, Janet Pantaleone, Theresa Dalessandro, Rosemarie Jones, Donna 
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About IABC: /.lit is clear that 
their organization has a 
success mentality - an 
organizational success." Rex 
Fuller, Comm Arts 
department head 
lsi Row-Secretary M1ssy Mayers, President 
Patty Kose~uszko, Adv1sor Mae Frantz, 
Newsletter Edllor Elaine Totlt. 2nd Row-
PubliCity Chamnan Julie Mullmax, Vice-




1st Row-Karen G!ll1ons, julie Mull max, Denise Sguegl10, jill Fredwcks, jennifer Welsh, Debbie Farriss, Doug Gochenour, Bndget Edwards, Usa Clarke, fohn Thune, L1sa 
G~rod, Bill Ez1ans, Andy johnson, Patty Koscwszko, Dr. Mae Frantz. 2nd Row-Martha Leary, Kelle Straw, L1sa Allhausen, Melame Goldwag, Harold Crabill, John 
Grande[, Betl1 Martm. Lon Rothengass, Debby DePollo, Margaret Fllzpatrick, Donna Hopkrns. Cheryl Leddon, Ken Agud, Glenda Martm, Amy Laser. 3rd Row-fenny 
kanut'llsh, \'1cky Balengcr, Demus Morgan, james Horne, Amanda Mays, Sherry Talbott , jolame Phelps, Debbre Taylor, Cory Trrfrn, Crarg Shepl1erd. Sean McBnde, 
fustmt' Horllath, Bnan Rawdon, Slane Kovac, Brmda Crawley, fohn Sonner, Lenny Orange. 
I 
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uour chapter won the regional award for 
best exemplifying what Delta Sigma Pi 
stands for." Veronica Thackston, Senior 
1st Row-Treasurer Crarg Walter, Kevm Alkmson, Gretchen Hally, Adelle Kint, 
President Veronrca Thackston, Bob Gibbons, Secretary Nancy Wood, Historian 
Diane McCiesky, Jeff Harper. 2nd Row-Ann Breedlove, Sheryl Kowalskr, Denise 
Sgueglia, Michael Shea, Kimberly Reese, Susan Leach, Elizabeth Hyatt. Lynda 
Lipke, Linda Bakley, Chrrstine Carroll, Laura Morgan, Mary Ann Dodd, 
Michelle Hudnall, Cindy Gallrmore, Dale East, Seth Kerekes, Leslie Rogers. 3rd 
Row-Mark Chittum, E. Annette Norford, Julie Howard, Maria Lusick, Mary 
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i , b i s. S ret ry Nancy ood. Historian 
c les , eff r . 2n  - n Breed love, Sheryl Kowalski, Denise 
, i l sh , i rly eese. S s n Leach. Elizabeth Hyat . Lynda 
. kl , isti rrol . Laur organ. ary Ann Dod . 
l . i  lh ore. ale East. Set Kerekes. Leslie Rogers. 3rd 
it rn. E. tte rf . Julie o rd. ri  Lusick. Mary 














nPsi Chi is a national honor society, and 
the JMU chapter offers a chance for 
Psychology majors and minors to get to 
know each other." Judy Ronan, Senior 
1sl Row-Treasurer Brooke Nichols, President Jeannie 
Tassman, Vzce-President Sa//y Ford, Secretary Mark 
Dressel. 2nd Row-Glenda Burroughs, Linda Bakley, Dawn 
Roche, Teri Fzsh. 3rd Row-fohn Poff, Laura Cummins, Lzsa 
Cook. Martha Makel. Scott Rohm. 
l si Row-Secretary Debb1e Supinski, Vice-President Virgi11ia Jones, Pres1de11t Judy Ronan, Treasurer Sherri Bt1rnett, H1storian Beth Gordon. 2nd Row-Leslie Hammer, Lisa 
Resmck. L1sa Wzght, Joan Jolmson, Sharon Eggleston, Pattz Watson, Catherme McNeese, Lymrlee Dulau, Julie Slott , Mrclzele Taylor, Mrchelle Crotteau 
en-cCen ct&ra 
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1 t r t  i  i ski, i i t i inia J nes, President Judy Ronan, Treasurer Sherri Burnett, Historian Beth Gordon. 2nd Row-Leslie Hammer, Lisa 





1st Row-Prestdent Dan Campbell, Vtce-Prestdent Peter Vaeth, Secretary Enca Anderson, Treasurer Susa11 Basta, Htstonan M. Eltz:abeth Breedmg, Publicity Chatrman 
Carol Allen. 2nd Row-Karen Aspinwall, Stephen Dobratz, Roland Berg, ftm Mas/off. Steve Slater, jeff Cilltkm, Mary Kay Sca11lon, Tem Lee Bottoff. 3rd Row-Lort Ruf-


























st Row-President Dan Ca pbell, Vice-President Peter Vaeth, Secretary Erica Anderson, rreflSMr^ Sus^r BflS/fl Historian A1 
:arol Allen. 2nd Row-Karen Aspinwall. Stephen Dobratz. Roland Berg, Jim Masloff. Steve Slater. Jeff Gillikm, Mary Kay Scanlon. Tern Lee Bottoff. 3rd Rou-Lort Ruf- 
al , ris . r  iller, ary Klee, Kim Buse 
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,.,.Sisterhood fulfills the need 
for a sense of belonging. It's 
a place to go where 
everyone knows your 
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Emerson 
ui have a friend who is physically and 
mentally handicapped and through ASA's 
participation in Special Olympics, I have 
found others just as unique who I can share 


























#Becoming a SPE little 
sister has been a great 
experience! Theyre a 
fantastic group of guys 
and I know I can turn to a 
brother or another li ttle 
sister for a hug or a word 




"Zeta brings out the unique characteristics of an 
individual instead of trying to mold her into a carbon 
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npi Kappa Phi involves 
people helping people, 
whether it's one brother 
sharing advice with another 
or the whole fraternity 
doing social work for the 



















Diana Swartwood Jean Palmer Patricia Runyon 
Treasurer Corresponding Secretary VP - Fra terni ty Educa tion 
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//Through playing in tram urals, 
we're brought together as a 
team which adds another aspect 
to our fraternity." John 
Christensen, Sophomore 




uAs soon as I began Rush, I knew which sorority 
I wanted to pledge. The groups are all so diverse 
but I knew where I felt the most comfortable." 
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From day one of our lives, most of 
us have been destined to attend col-
lege. We went through twelve years 
of schoolin~ only to be prompted 
by our families and peers to attend 
at least four more years of uhigher 
education." And so we landed here. 
Why? Why would a prospective col-
lege student choose James Madison 
University over another institution 
of learning? The students 
themselves are one reason. 
The students at JMU are very 
diverse. Our homes range from 
Alaska to Massachusetts, our 
economic backgrounds are very dif-
ferent, our tastes in clothing, music, 
recreational activities and educa-
tional interests all vary greatly. But 
there is a common bond amon$ all 
who attend James Madison UnJver-
sity, even if it is just the university 
itself. 
The students are loyal, too; to each 
other and to the university. There 
isn't anyone here who wouldn't 
stand defiantly against a harmful 
word said about JMU, whether it be 
about the campus itself, the 
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The administration recognizes this, 
and realizes the importance of 
catering to the students' growing 
needs. To keep up with the increase 
in students, another dorm opened 
this year. McGraw-Long is the 
newest dormitory to adorn the JMU 
campus. Located next to Bell Hall, it 
provided additional housing for 
students and eliminated the use of 
Howard johnson's as campus 
housing. 
The administration also knows that 
with so many students it's impor-
tant that facilities be upgraded for 
recreational purposes, too. For this 
reason construction began early last 
year on a new student union, the 
Phillips Center, which will open in 
the Spring of 1985. 
In addition to the physical campus 
changes, Dr. Carner and his staff 
noticed a need for the moderniza-
tion of the university's public im-
age. A new, up-to-date logo was 
designed for both JMU and the 
Warren Campus Center, and the im-
plementation of the JMU- (568-) 
prefix in campus phone numbers 
was a positive measure to provide 
additional identity for JMU. 
The SGA did its part to attend to the 
students' needs this year. Additions 
to the campus such as the new joqg-
ing trail and the university pavil1on 
were SGA responses to students' 
growing needs. The Student 
Government Association also 
created a Council of Campus 
Leaders this year to address student 
problems and concerns about ]MU, 
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Unifying the student body has 
never been a real concern here, 
though. Go to any sporting event, 
attend any graduation ceremony or 
eat in D-Hall every once in awhile. 
The students here have no airs, no 
reservations when it comes to ac-
quainting themselves with each 
other. 
When the ECAC banned the tradi-
tional throwing of streamers after 
the first two ]MU points were 
scored in a basketball game, the 
students found other ways to show 
their unified support. Signs were 
made, t-shirts were worn and 
scarves were waved. Toilet paper 
was thrown after the games as a 
substitute for the streamers which 
were formerly supplied by ]MU. 
And so what if our basketball team 
didn 't win the NCAA. Our games 
H elms 
Staff 
were just as intense and exciting. 
Besides, we excel in other sports. 
Our Archery team is 1st in the na-
tion, and our women's Volleyball 
team made ]MU history this year by 
qualifying for the NCAA Tourna-
ment. Sports have always been ac-
tivities which show the true unity 
of the student body. Everyone here 
contributes to JMU sports whether 
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Wide World Photos 
The students at ]MU are always in-
volved in activities of one kind or 
another. One reason could be the 
terrific academic opportunities 
available here. Such opportunities 
include classes instructed by some 
of the most outstanding teachers 
available, on-the-job experience 
such as internships and student-
teaching, practicum opportunities 
like the video co-op or WMRA 
radio, and extra-curricular activities 
which include clubs and organiza-
tions. It is throug_h the extra-
curricular activities }MU offers that 
• 
Wide World Phot os 
our students gain the knowledge 
and first-hand experience they'll 
need to have that extra edge in the 
"real world." It is also through 
these activities that we gain our ac-
quaintances and friendships. 
Through the extra opportunities 
available to the students JMU ob-
tains recognition also. When the 
Summer Olympics were held in Los 
Angeles last year, ] MU was there. 
While Carl Lewis, Mary Lou Retton 
and others were winning an un-
precedented number of medals for 
the United States (83 Gold, 61 Silver 
and 30 Bron z e), JMU was 
represented by five students who 
had been selected to participate in 
the Olympic Band. 
The Presidential Inauguration 
worked the same way. Close to 50 
JMU students were selected to play 
in the All-American College Mar-
chin$ Band in January for the 50th 
Pres1dential Inaugural Festivities. 
Due to extremely cold weather, 
President Reagan cancelled the 
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President Reagan was re-elected with the biggest electoral vote in the 
nation's history. He beat Walter Mondale by winning 49 states and 
capturing 49 percent of the total vote. Mondale himself made history by 
appointing a woman, Geraldine Ferraro, as his vice presidential running 
mate. 
Th e U.S. wasn't the only nation to elect a new president, though. After 
y ears of civil war, elections were held in El Salvadore in 1984. Jose 
Napoleon Duarte was elected president in what international observers 
called the most free and open election in that country in 50 years. 
Another international event of interest was the return of the United 
States Marines from Beirut after two years. When they left Lebanon in 
1984, more than 260 Marines had died, Lebanon was still at war with 
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W ide W orld Photos 
On a positive note, Pope John Paul II traveled extensively in 
1984. The pope visited South Korea, Thailand, the Solomon 
Islands, Switzerland, Spain, Canada, Dominican Republic, 
Puerto Rico and Papua New Guinea where 200,000 natives 
turned out to welcome him in the highland jungle country. 
The Statue of Liberty celebrated her 98th birthday in 1984 and 
she began to show her age. The statue was worn from constant 
pummeling by wind, salt air and acid rain, and the iron 
ribbing supporting her copper covering was badly corroded. 
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We JMV students are kept well aware of occurrences outside of our 
realm through our student-produced newspafer, The Breeze, 
which increased the amount of state, nationa and world news 
published in each issue this year. The Breeze primarily informs us 
of local events and incidents, meeting schedules and various 
entertainment events. 
The University Program Board did a terrific job keeping us 
entertained this year. Appearances by the Go-Gos, George Carlin 
and James Taylor, first-run movies like "'The Killing Fields", and 
special events like the '1MU Revue" and Winteriest offered 
entertainment and fun for everyone. 
It is through the administration and university organizations like 
UPB, The Breeze, SGA, and various sports that all who attend here 
participate in different aspects of the university and develop the 
loy alty that is so obviously present in each and every student here. 
Exactly where it comes from is not really important; but it is the 
kind of loyalty that remains within a student long after the 
graduation ceremony is over. Ask any alumnus of JMV; take a poll 
at any home football game of who "used to" attend the university. 
Why would any prospective college student choose James Madison 
University over another institution of learning? There are a 
number of reasons: because of the unique people here, because of 
the excellent academic opportunities, because of the 
administration that caters to the student-body, because of the 
beautiful campus and surroundings, the list goes on and on. 
Ask any student what he or she would most like to contribute to 
James Madison University and you will get the same varied 
answers. Despite the different goals of each individual though, 
there's no doubt but what a student would most like to leave here 
is a distinctive mark to ensure the perpetuation of the fine 
institution that is James Madison University for future generations 
to benefit from. 
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Thornt, Kossrt 250 
Thornhrll, Dar/tnt G 250 
Thornhr/1, Dorun L lSO 
Thomto11, Sarolr £ 260 
Thune I/, fohn Htnry 2J6 
Trbbtlls. Albtrt 136 
Tru, Cyrrthra 236 
Trch~s. Dttna 167 
Ttdqurst Korrn 236 
Trmpf, Ktmbtrltl! 250. 291 
Trpton, Carla 291 
Trpton. Rob 157 
Tobras, Brrarr 137 
Tolley, Scott 236. 278 
Tomlrn, Gary 150 
Tompkrns, Tnsha 150 
Ton/em. laura 150 
Torbush, Wrllram 136 
Torbush, Wrllrom D 
Tormty, LawrtiiU 236 
Torp11. Lon 260 
Torrens, Chuck 283 
Toth, Elamt Mom 236, 308 
Towt, Lorrv 271 
Trarnor, Tracy 267 
Trarnum, Susan 250 
Trarstr, Wtndl( 267 
Trammell , Katt 198 
Transue, Paul 250 
Trat•ts. Glenn 260 
Trthy, {cnnrfu 321 
Tmrl , Chns 261 
Trtubtrt, Kerr I( L 136 
Trnona, Sarah A 161, 293, 297 
Trrfrro. Cory 250. 32 I 
Trrngole. Anthony W 261 
Tnnko, Morl Chnstopher 236 
Titpp. Laurtt 236, 316 
Traub, Kathemrt 261 
Troup, Brran 236 
Troyrr, Krmbtrly A 250 
Truax, Thomas 236 
T rumbo,fohn 261 
Trum/lo, Robut 121 
Truslow. Suso11 167 
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February 25, 1985 
Dear Staff, 
When -we first started out this year -we had every possible 
disadvantage against our putting out a decent yearl::xxlk. ~e're young; 
with the exception of three or four, every rremb:rr of the Bluestone 
staff is a sopl"x:Jrore or younger. None of us had ever w:>rked on the JMJ 
yearOOok refore. ~ -were virtually a prototyoe staff. 
To top off our inexperience, -we \\ere faced wi. th leftover business 
problems: bills 1:\\U years pa.st due to pay and 6, 000 yearl:x:>Oks fran last 
year to distribute due to the fact that the l::xx>ks never arrived in time 
last year. 
W: 've done it. r:e handled all the problems with ease ('Well ••• ) 
and 'We've put out a quality yearl::xx>k which exerrplifies our hard w::>rk 
and headaches. In my opinion, no one w:>uld know that 'We hadn't ever 
had Bluestone experience if -we hacln 't admitted it. 
The purpose of our yearlx>ok was to stnw the class and uniqueness 
present here at JMU. W: 've done that in so rrany ways and I 'rn so proud 
of the wtx:>le staff! My personal expectations in you all and in the l:x:>Ok 
itself have far reen exceeded. Our efforts have already reen noticed 
and rewarded by Taylor Publishing. They are printing a hundred additional 
ccpies of the 1985 Bluestone to distribute througoout the u.s. to use as 
their sarrple yearl::xx>k this year. W= must be doing sarething right • 
The rest thing about us as a staff trough, was that 'We had fun. • . 
"'~ created nerories for ourselves while preserving natories for others. 
And 'We have rrore to look forward to. If there' s one advantage to being 
young, it's that -we can all return next year. I'm looking forward to that. 
Thank you all for your hard w:>rk and friendship. You've nade my job 
a lot easier, and a lot of fun! re 've done a super job and produced a 
yearOOok that Jarres Madison University will be proud to call its own. 
Much love and '!hanks, 
^cuneA ^MCU/IAOSI 
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So many men 
But I won't untill.lmow 111 
So don't .slc me where I'm~ 
And far away you'Uiaear m• 
5  seem destined to settle for something small 
 rest  I kn I'll have it all 
 '  ask e  'm going just listen when I've gone 
 r  'll h e singing softly to the dawn. 
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an aerobics class 
at Godwin Gym. 
PUMPING UP! 
Jay Nunemaker 
grimaces as he 
completes his 
workout in the 
Godwin weight 
room. Students 
had the option of 
using the five 
weights in the 
weight room or 
the eight weights 
in the wellness 
center. 
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^-6 Fitness 
